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ANOTHER FINE GIFT THIS WEEK

Ire ess,
INCORPORATI NCWI RE LESS" February 2nd, 1929.No. 348. Va XIV.-

LOCAL
INTERFERENCE

YOUR H.T. BATTERY

MY IDEAS FOR
BROADCASTING HUMOUR

By Gracie Fields

Every Thursday
PRICE

3d.

SHOULD EXECUTIONS BE
BROADCAST?

By The Rt. Hon. J. M. Kenworthy,
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Reliable Resistances result in Rich Reception

The most perfect form
of Coupling between
Stages

MET - VICK
COUPLING

UNITS
complete for

5/-
The results obtained from
Met -Vick Skeleton Resist-
ance Units cannot be im-
proved upon, even by using
expensive wire -wound re-
sistances. The values of the
components have been care-
fully calculated to give max-
imum amplification per stage
and as moulded resistances
and leaks are used, their
values are retained indefin-
itely and they are noiseless
in operation. List MS 4761

Met -Vick Skeleton Resistance
Coupling Units for Mains Opera-
tion with Met -Vick A.C. Valves:-
Anode Resistance 200,000 ohms)
Grid Leak 1 megohm

-)
5'

Coupling Condenser '005 mfds.

Similar for Battery Operation :-
Anode Resistance 400,000 ohms)
Grid Leak t megohm - c 5/
Coupling Condenser '005 mfds. -)
Extra for Moulded Base - 1/3

Lowest in Cost due to
'Met -Vick 9 Moulded.

Resistances

MET - VICK
DETECTOR

UNITS
complete for

2/6
The use of moulded resist-
ances in 'Met -Vick' Skeleton
Detector Units, ensure free-
dom from 'rushing' noises
often experienced with sur-
face deposit leaks. Both the
condenser and the grid leak
components retain their
original values, quite un-
affected by climatic or other
variable conditions.

List MS 4761.

sips
Met -Vick Skeleton Detector Unit

for Mains Operation : -

Grid Condenser '0003 mfd. -
Grid Leak megohm - - "'

Similar for Battery Operation :-
Grid Condenser '0003 rad. .1
Grid Leak 2 megohms .1

Extra for Moulded Base - 1/3

MET-VICK
MOULDED

RESISTANCES
Anode & Grid. Leak for

1/2
Similar to those embodied in
the Coupling and Detector
Units 'Met -Vick' Moulded
Resistances are available as
separate components. They
are chemically inert, the en-
tire material being the actual
resistance element. They
1. Carry heavy currents 5.10
milliarnps without becoming
noisy. 2. retain their values
3. Are non -inductive. They
are ideal and inexpensive.

List MS 4760

Anode Resistances: -
100,000 ohms
250,000
500,000

1,2
1,2
12

Eliminator Resistances: -
25,000 ohms - - - 1 2
50,000

1 megohm
2 megohm
3

Grid Leaks: -
1;2

1:2
112
112

Clips for mounting . . 113

MET -NICK
Components, Valves and Sets

Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
WE ARE EXHIBITING AT THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR, BIRMINGHAM, FEBRUARY 18th TO MARCH 1st, BLOCK 20M

1
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two capacities, .0003
-0005 (max.).

With knob, dial, -

and slow-motion
device.

-0003 or .0005

12/-

MODERN MASTERPIECES N? I

he Famous KC.

-THE DUBILIER
K.C. CONDENSER
Designed according to the Kilocycle
law and highly efficient both electri-
cally and mechanically. Made in

(max.) and

Without knob,
dial, or slow-
motion device.

.0003 or 0005
8/.

If unobtainable from your dca!er write
direct to us, giving his name and address.

" TOREADOR SCREEN -GRID
FOUR"

This set incorporates the latest
I developments in Receiver design-
, full constructional details free on
request.

We are exhibiting at the
British Industries Fair,
White City, Feb. 18 to

March 1.
STAND No. MM 50

DUMMER
Aar CONDENSERS

el dot. of Mariner Condenser Co., (1925), Lid., Ducon Works, Victoria Road,
N. Acton, London, W.3. a 213

OCEPTION
depends uponthe efficiency
of Your coils

LOADING
COIL
No. 271,384)

7 6 each.

1928
SOLODYNE COIL
B.B.C. Coils 10 -
each. Daventry Coos

12/- each.

SUPER COIL
(Patent No. 285,723)

B.B.C. Coils 10/6 each.
Daventry Coils 12,6

each.

RADIO PRODUCTS

LEWCOS RADIO
PRODUCTS FOR

BETTER RECEPTION

(REGD.)

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, '

CHURCH RD., LEYTON, LONDON, E.lo

'Phone: Walikamstow 2531.
'Grams : " Lewcos, 'Phone, London."

Trade Counter and Cable Sales :
7, Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane,
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THE IDEAL COMBINATION

Philips 2 -Valve All -Electric
Receiver for A.C. Mains. Price
complete £12 10 0
Philips Loudspeaker (Type 2.016 -

or 2026), price £2 10 0

cjootball / esti&
"FOLLOWING in his Father's footsteps "-

a phrase we often hear, but more
so in Johnny's case.

He's just as keen as his Dad on tuning in
the Philips 2 -Valve All -Electric Receiver.

The endless joy it gives, working direct from
A.C. Mains, without accumulator or batteries-
all so simple. Just push down the electric
light switch and everything, whether it be
Football - News - Symphony Concert - or.
Variety, will be heard on the PHILIPS
SPEAKER, with that clearness and harmony,
such distinct features of 'THE IDEAL
COMBINATION.

PHILIPS
Jor adio

ADVT. OF PHILIPS LAMPS LTD.. RADIO DEPT.. PHILIPS HOUSE, 145. CHARING CROSS ROAD. LONDON, W.C.2
Arks.
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Make Sure of Your Copy of the February Issue of

BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO MAGAZINE

This great shillingsworth is now on sale everywhere.
Amongst the many fine articles in the February issue are:

The "M.W." Tapped
Crystal Set

Easy -to -make, strong and selective.

The "Instant° " Two
A set that switches from one programme to
another-no retuning!

The "Neutro-Screen
Three

An up-to-date short -waver.

The "M.W." Transportable
Four

A self-contained set, " full of programmes!"
Can be moved easily from room to room.

Broadcasting Films

Finding Foreigners

A Detector for Detectives

Kalundborg's Companion

The New Pentodes

Short -Wave Schedules

Generating Gigantic H.T.
ETC., ETC., ETC.

and a long illustrated supplement dealing with

RADIO & THE GRAMOPHONE

DON'T MISS YOUR COPY

NOW MODERN WIRELESS 7NcEE
SALE February Issue SHILLING
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Make -t Olelody

LOVDER
and

CLEARER

Get the best out of your liteceiver--.

enormous
volurae

-- tremendous

range-perfeet
tone-you

get thou

all with Cossor
Valves.

Cossor

Valves made possible
tbe wonder.

ful Cossor
Melody

Malf.er
- the

greatest
achievement

In the history

of Radio.
Cossor

Valves
improve

any Receiver
--use tbena

in your.

your Dealer
will tell you.

which

types you need.

Vitia

co,,,,,,,,t2,!r
A. C cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove. Loneon. N.&

MI
7123
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PopularWireless
Scientific Adviser :

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Editor :

NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor : G. V. DOWDING, Grad I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors : K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Science versus Crime-"Ariel's Stable Tip-A Chance for Enterprise-Radio in Rajputana-'

A tt TTruth at Last---` Ariel unties the Knot.
Wanted ! The Benignant Beam.,

INOTE a recrudescence of reports about
alleged  death rays " and I see that
our old friend who kills mice by radio

has battered his way into the papers again.
Why do men dream so much about easier
ways of killing, when to kill is so much
easier than to cure. I want to see the
scientists begin the search for the benign-
ant ray which will heal -tissue, purify blood,
destroy evil germs and arrest the progress
of malignant growths. Immortality waits
for its discoverer.

" Marjareen.!'

EVEN
" The Times " has opened its -

columns to matter relating . to the
pronunciation of the word " mar-

garine." That. alone shows- how much it
matters. The B.B.C.-strangely enough !
-plumps for !` marjareen," which is. how
ordinary guys say .it. But there is a
" mar-gar-een " school who favour the
" g " being pronounced as in Margaret.
The miners are up a gum -tree ; exports are
not what they were ; the flapper vote is
shortly to cook our goose. So the B.B.C.
teach their young men how to say mar-
garine prettily. Verily, we are the people,_
and wisdom shall die with us.

The Latest.
LET me see ! We had radio music from a

shovel in Scandinavia ; and the Same
from a telegraph pole in Scotland.

I now learn that Santa Barbara (Cal.) de-
sires to cap the lot because one of its good
wives heard " Ave Maria " from a pan of
beans which were cooking on an electric
range. She stirred and stirred, like one
of the witches in " Macbeth " (" Double, -
double ; toil & trouble "), and picked up
a hunting song and a plantation melody.
Yeh ! In fact it was a regular beano. The
" experts " say the pan picked the music
from the mains and the bottoth of it acted -
as a diaphragm. (Hem.)

The Latest, Very Latest.
SCIENCE in Holland bids fair to plant its

heavy hoof upon, and exterminate, one
of the most pleasing sights of a Dutch

hotel-the spider -legged, darling little pages,
who, from the tightness of their nether
garments seem always asking to be smacked.

The soulless proprietors of an hotel in the
Hague have fitted the various rooms with
loud speakers which are connected with
the telephone exchange in the office.
Hence when a letter, a dun, or a telephone
call arrives for a guest the news is blasted
simultaneously over every public room,
whilst wee Jan goes tip -less.

Science versus Crime.
EVER since they thought of science it

has been a sad world for poor hard-
working criminals. It was formerly

quite bad enough at home, what with
microscopes, bloodhounds, cameras and
chemistry, but still, one could always go
abroad. Then they began to shout a mah's
misdeeds on the wireless, and now they .
can send facsimiles of his handwriting, his
finger -prints and his photograph by wire-
less. When they begin to broadcast
gramophone records of his voice it will
be high time for a poor man to go " into
the City " and carry on his profession in
a more genteel fashion.

Reminiscent Mood.
MY office is a sort of clearing -house for

radio men back from the Beyond
and the Lands of the Seven Seas.

Quite a large batch came in this week.
Yesterday, I had to pay for teas for five at
once; besides giving advice as to the best
plays, the quickest route to Latvia, the
law about carrying a gun in England and
what a fellow ought to pay for a suit. One
said, " Ariel, whythe deuce do you keep
a slipper on your desk ? " " It saved
my life," I replied. How can a slipper save
a life ? I'll tell you!

The Signal and the Slipper.
FACT! Once upon a time,..before De

Forest thought of the, anode, even
before two -electrode valves were

generally used, I was given a sort of glass
bottle with lashings- of copper gauze in it,
and was told that, I was to rig it tip into a
perfectly absurd circuit and listen for
signals from " X.'? (Headquarters was

(Continued on veil page.)

THE SEA -GULLS " CARNIVAL."

B.B.C. engineers capturing the cries at the sea -birds for the purpose of " background in the broadcast
version of " Carnival," recently produced by the B.B.C.
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NOTES AND NEWS. .

(Continued from previous page.)

always springing tricks like that.) I hooked
the thing up as per blue print and sat down
to wait. I may say that I was running a
station in a certain Mediterranean island
where charcoal under sand was used for
heating.

The Signal and the Slipper (Part 2).
IF you think this is not real radio I will re-

turn your money. Well-it was deuced
cold. Three o' the morning. I dozed.

I roused and gobbled coffee. I smoked.
No signal. Presently the telephones began
to' respond and I tried to be attentive, but
somehow my dreams seemed to be more
attractive ; glorious dreams, golden visions !
Suddenly a streak of Anglo-Saxon austerity
roused me. Great Scot ! I was being suffo-
cated. I fought my way to the window,
and with that "slipper r smashed the window
and breathed pure- air again. Carbon
monoxide is rotten stuff.

" Ariel's " Stable Tip.
JUST in case you do not know about

it, let me tell you that the " Wireless
Constructor " for February is the

rhino's lipstick, and absolutely thrown
away at sixpence a copy. Just think of
the Pentwin," the new wonder 2-valver ;
the " D.C. " Four ; the " Business Man's "
Four ; " What the Pentode Really
Does," and a nifty little amplifier for short -
wavers. These are only a few items picked
haphazard. Bless me ! When I see the
" Constructor " my fingers itch for the
brace and the soldering -iron again. The
craze never really dies, and with " P.W."
and " Constructor " a man can defy a
world full of trouble.

" Words, Words, Words."
QUOTATION from " Hamlet " : (See

" Foundations of Shakespeare.") A
Canadian visitor who has had his

hotel room equipped with a portable said
to me yesterday : Say, what's the matter
with your broadcasting people ? Every
time I switch on that goldarned thing, I
get information about worms or bugs." A
Cape Town reader, writing about 5 S W,
complains of the " talks " and wants them
abolished except when the King, the Prince
of Wales, or G. B. Shaw are broadcast. I
wish the B.B.C. would grasp the fact that

talks " are acceptable except when in-
tended to educate in. It is so simple, yet
they cannot see it.

A Chance for Enterprise.
T UNDERSTAND that the Mexborough
1 (Yorks) U.D.C. is to discontinue charg-

' ing accumulators for listeners, on the
grounds that the business resulted in the
customers wandering all over the place."
Surely the alleged wandering habit might
be stopped by less drastic means ! Added
to this, the Council's engineer declines to
provide listeners with home -charging facili-
ties. Well, here's a chance for the wireless
trade to do itself some good. Radio is not
going to cease in Mexborough because of
the U.D.C.

Science for All.
HAVING been interested in science from

my youth up, I am always on the
look -out for specimens of Nature's

bounteous works-and to -day I have found
the World's Prize Fossil. A schoolmaster,

too ! And, b'gosh ! he teaches science to
his flock-so he says ! Now he really and
truly divulged to me that he has a second-
hand, two -guinea, portable gramophone
and a record of " Cavalleria Rusticana."
He said : " It opened up to me the joys of
music. A new world ! You ought to get
one." When I told him that I preferred
wireless he said, " Jazz is the cocktail of
Art. I prefer Mass-kag-nee." Now, I
ask you ! Did I chuckle ?

Radio in Rajputana.
S. B. previously had a 4-valver andLl an 8-valver, but he says that until he 
met " P.W." he was working in

total darkness. He has tried the " Hartley "
and with two L.F. stages gets Bombay on
loud speaker at 600 miles, and Calcutta at
1,000. On short waves with the "Antipodes"

,411111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!:::

SHORT WAVES.
A London reader writes to say that he made

very good contact with a damp piece of earth
-when be slirped in the snow the other day.

WIRELESS AND THE SALES.
12.20. Seasonable Physical Exercises con-

ducted by Miss Norah Bendabit. 1. The
Overarm Grab. 2. The In-Sinuating Wriggle.
3. The Surreptitious Prod. 4. The Knee and
Elbow Movements.

12.50. Song Cycle by Muriel Mugwump.
"I saw three Maids a Sale-ing," " Wait,"
" The Crown of the Year."

1.15. Professor Boah's talk on the Psycho-
logy of the Odd Three Farthings.---" Daily
News."

a
Boss " Late again. Can't you do any-

thing on time ? "
Office Boy : " Ye -es, sir. I bought my

radio set that way."

What is meant by the term " Damped
Waves ? "

A girl who has just paid a lot of money for
a Marcel, caught in the rain without a hat.

Caustic.-The lady who said that if she got
half as good a supply from the Gas Company
as she does from 2 L 0, the dinner would
never be late.

EDISON'S GREAT RIVAL.
Casey : " My static eliminator was in-

vented by an Irishman."
Jones : " What was his name ? "
Casey : " Pat Pending." -" Radio News."

" Even the slightest crackling of paper held
by speakers before the BIKE has been elimin-
ated in the studio of K F I." Elmira (N.Y.)
Telegram.

They'll be using motor cars next.

An elderly lady, who has just returned
from a visit to America, says she was very
disappointed at not being able to obtain
any of that " radio ham " she heard so much
about.

FilunnumnannunninamananauummummunnnonnF.

Adaptor, he gets 5 S W, P C J, 7 L 0, P C
2 XAF, 2 XAD, KDKA, Java, 2 FC,
and 3 L 0. Well, we are greatly encouraged
by all this and hope to hear that S.S.B. has
started a radio club. We thank him and
wish him a cool New Year.

Broadcasting in Holland.
MY recent Note about the Dutch is

confirmed by Y.O. (Bussum, Holland),
who says that there is no licence fee

there but that listeners can send voluntary
contributions to the station they like most.
Five societies broadcast, four of which are
political or religious. The odd one is 'the
biggest and best. Not an ideal state of
affairs and one which drives many Dutch-
men to listen to B.B.C. stations. 5 G B is
received best by daylight. Y.O. asks how
readers get P C L, which he finds often
distorted. He is now trying the " Empire

Two. Thank you, Y.O. Glad you like the
B.B.C. stuff. How do you like Chamber
Music ?

Stop Press.
ERIC DUNSTAN is home again after

. his Indian adventure and is announc-
ing for the B.B.C. The B.B.C. has

had hundreds of letters about political
parties broadcast on the subject of the
De -rating Bill. Always on the look -out for
something. interesting ! By the way, the big
opposition to the B.B.C.'s new publishing
venture was stimulated by the P.M.G.'s re-
fusal to receive a deputation from the pub-
lishing trade. I should not be surprised to
see some more official heads fall into the
basket hefore the matter is over.

The Truth at Last.
ALL radio men will be grateful for the

comforting words of my dear old,
reliable standby, the wireless expert

of " Reynolds' News," who keeps us bright
and merry in spite of the B.B.C. Attention !
" The difference between a crystal and a
valve is that a crystal uses the alternating
impulses from the aerial, rectifies them, and
uses them direct on the 'phones, while a
valve stages them up besides rectifying,
the detector valve turning the oscillating
impulses into sound waves. It is in the
relays of two, three, or more valves that a
transformer comes into play, and the
crystal experimenter seeks . . . vainly fir
an oscillating crystal so that transmission
from one crystal to another may be boosted
up like that of a valve."

" Arid " Unties the Knot.

N°
prizes are offered for the solution of
this puzzle, so I will explain it. A
crystal " uses " the alternating im-

pulses, but the valve " use " them ;
it prefers to " stage them up." (Always the
little gentleman !) The detector valve turns
impulses into sound waves-a sort of
conjuring trick.

The vibration of the telephone dia-
phragm has, positively, nothing to do with
the sound waves. Then, one transformer
is sufficient for a 3 -valve " relay." The
expert has never heard of the oscillating
crystal circuit. Sad ! And so the amateur
cannot boost up transmission from one
crystal to another like the transmission of
a valve. Well, well, well

An Acknowledgement.
ENERGETIC readers will please turn

up " P. W.," January 5th, page 940,
the paragraph " Sabbath Humour." I

thank the 33 ex -telegraphists and 1 enthu-
siastic " Wolf Cub," who wrote to tell me
that they can recognise the morsing of
certain people owing to peculiarities of its
style. But I beg leave to point out that
what I took exception to was the sugges-
tion that Morse is rhythmic. Still, I like
these chaps who snap me up, because they
read " P. W." with their "eyes open " and
their minds like needles.

Transmitting Note.
MR C. W. BEGBIE, 39, Smetham

Downs Road, Purley, Surrey, having
been allotted the call -sign G 5 Q H,°

will be working on a wave -length of 172
metres on Mondays and Fridays after
11 p.m. and on Sundays from 11 a m. till
noon, and from 6 p.m. till 8 p.m. He would
be glad to receive reports. (He does not
say whether he works Morse or telephony
or both.) ARIEL.
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An exclusive article by one of the

BROADCASTING for me is a new expe-
rience. While, on the one hand, it is
a very delightful experience, it also

has its difficult moments. My success as a
radio artiste, I am told, is entirely due to
the fact that the sense of humour I am
fortunate in having seems, to a lot of people,
of an infectious type. It is no easy thing,
though, being funny over the wireless. On
the stage, you always know whether the
audience is with you ; on the wireless, you
cannot be sure if there is any audience !

Humour has been, and always will be, the
most important item in the wireless pro-
grammes of to -day. Wireless audiences
insist on being amused, and it is up to the
B.B.C. and their servants (among them,
me !) to provide that amusement. Broad-
casting is in a field all its own and, once
the artistes realise that the Studio at Savoy
gill is not, and never will be, the stage of a
legitimate theatre, so much the better.

Studying the Audience.
According to the correspondence received

at the London station (for which, I am told,
there is a special man to deal only with my
mail-it being so large. Wigan always had
good writers !), the most popular items in
my programmes are my comedy songs.
The result now is that I always make my
radio turn seventy-five per cent comedy.

As much as possible, I study the audience
I am likely to have. That may seem a very
improbable proposition, but I have dis-
covered that the time of day makes a very
great difference to the age of the listener.
In the evening, for instance, my audience is
nearly always composed of older people and
children ; they both prefer my comedy
numbers. At more general times of the
day, the young people like my sentimental
songs. With them, the ballads and popu-
lar songs are the most popular.

I think that my nephew, who is six years
of age, is fairly representative of the type
of child who likes wireless. He cannot stand
the sentimental song and, whenever he
hears either " Ramona " or " Blue Heaven "
he lets out a fiendish yell and stuffs up his
ears. If I happen to sing "Why does the

most popular of modern music -hall and
several times before the microphone.

Hyena Laugh ? " he goes into raptures
over it.

To get down to the subject of this article,
I would suggest that, as comedy songs are
so very popular with all classes of listeners,
everything should be done to see that more
songs of this type should be introduced into
the programmes. The kind of comedy song
that is most popular is the one that lends
itself to phantasy of expression. By that I
do not mean one should shake one's hips
(they can't see that, anyway !) and add two

or three vo
do he hos in
true Ameri-
can fashion.
The songs
I sing allow
me to inter-
polate ideas
of my own,
and speak
asides which
are in keep-
ing with
what I sing
about.

For in-
stance, my
Lancashire
audiences
a r e de-lighted
when, at the
end of a
chorus, I

speak a few words of dialect. The very
use of the expression " Coom on, lads ! " I
am told, sends them into hysterics.

Local Colour !
Wireless humour would be greatly im-

proved if each artiste studied the likes and
dislikes of their audiences. A London pro-
gramme of songs will not meet with the
same reception at the Cardiff station. When
I tour the provincial stations, I always make
a point of introducing local colour. At
Glasgow, I speak quite a lot of Scotch ; in
Wales I tell them all I know about the leek ;
and, if I were to broadcast in Paris, I would

Miss Gracie Fields.

stage " stars," who has appeared

do my best to give them the impression that
I was late of the " Folies Bergere."

In my efforts to broadcast only the most
popular type of wireless humour, I always
choose my songs with the greatest care.
" In a Woodshed She Said She Would,"
" Our Avenue," " The Cloisters " and " Ee,
by Gum " are always extremely popular.

Humorous monologues, to be effective
over the wireless, should be witty in almost
every line ; otherwise they mean very
little. The so-called radio revue can only
be a success if it is mainly a humorous one.
A revue that is just the stringing together
of a number of popular melodies inter-
spersed with one or two sketches, means
very little.

Humorous songs are very rare to -day and,
as soon as they are written, they are snapped
up by managers for use in legitimate thea-
tres. A suggestion, I think, that might have
some good results would be for the B.B.C.
to have a humorous song -writer permanently
on the staff, who would collaborate with the
various artistes by giving them exactly
what they want,

Revue Sketches.
Another important requirement for the

really popular wireless programme is the
sketch. To my mind, most revue sketches
are written with a view to a good last line
only. This, again, is a terrible mistake.
Nobody likes listening to dialogue unless it
is clever and funny.

If I were asked to compose a wireless pro-
gramme after my own liking, I should make
my humour my background, and build the
funny stuff around the lighter material. It
is the biggest mistake in the concoction of
a revue to make the melody and the senti-
ment the most important part.

Six comedy songs, three sketches, two
ballads and some carefully written dialogue
in the form of gags stringing the whole
thing together would be the ideal enter-

tainment. Impromptu humour is the most
successful form of humour over the wireless
and, as long as it is in the hands of capable
and experienced artistes, the result will be
more than suceeisful.
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TUNING -IN WITH THE

ALL -WAVE H.F. UNIT.
Although this article deals in particular with an amplifier described recently
in " P.W." much of the interesting information given is applicable to other

instruments.
By THE " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

WE noted last week that tuning -in a
short wave station with the aid of
the H.F. unit, then described, was

no more difficult, if not easier, than without
it. This may seem a rather surprising state-
ment, since there is obviously an extra
dial to tune, and we had perhaps better see,
first of all, why this is so.

Well, the fact is that the tuning of the
H.F. dial is not at all critical. You can set
it almost anywhere, find the station on the
tuning dial in your set, using reaction as
usual, and then turn your attention to the
tuning of the H.F. stage. Until you do so
you will find you are getting little or no
H.F. amplification, and signals are just
about the same as without the unit, but they
will be quite easy to find in the usual way.

Next proceed to vary the H.F. dial, and
you will presently run through a setting at
which signals suddenly come up in volume,
and you will know that you have, roughly,
found the right adjustment.

K_Non-Radiating Unit.
At this point you will find you have to re-

adjust slightly the tuning and reaction
settings of the receiver itself, after which
another slight touch on the H.F. dial will
secure the exact adjustment needed for
best results.

By the way, you can make the first pre-
liminary adjustments with the set actually
oscillating, and note the strength of the

carrier -wave as you vary the tuning of the
H.F. dial. As you go through the right
point the note of the squeal of the carrier
will suddenly change and increase in
strength.

After this, you can return to the adjust-
ments on the set, and tune in correctly,
slacking off the reaction and re -tuning as.
usual. We mention this method as a per-
missible one because with the H.F. unit in
place the set becomes practically non -
radiating and will not cause interference
with neighbouring listeners.

Reaction Indications.
Another point calling for explanation is

the effect of the unit on reaction control on
short waves. On most sets this is what you
will find happens : If you tune in a carrier -
wave with the set oscillating and then pro-
ceed to adjust the H.F. unit, you will observe
that when it comes into tune the circuit will
stop oscillating, and require re -setting to
pick up the station again, unless it was
oscillating very strongly.

You can use this peculiarity as a useful
indication of resonance, and will soon get
the trick of using it as a check on your
tuning. When you have got a station pro-
perly tuned in, and with the set only just
below the oscillation point, you will find
that if you vary the tuning of the H.F. unit
a little either way, the set will break into
oscillation.

1 AN EASILY -MADE t
VICE. Y

1
+

.._-_-__._._._....._-__-_-_*

OFTEN the busy radio constructor needs
a vice of one description or another
at a moment when no such article is

available. In such an instance, as, indeed,
in all others of a like nature, it will always
pay the amateur to adopt at once the motto
Nil Desperandum, or "Never Despair," it
being really surprising how little practical
difficulties and wants of this type can be
overcome.

Work of a Moment.
Perhaps, therefore, as we said, you may

have need of a vice for the carrying out of
a certain piece of work. No such article
is available, you find. Cast your eye
around the workroom, however. Perchance
it will alight upon one or two old bench
clamps which you have used in the past for
fastening down odd pieces of apparatus.

If so, your vice is already provided.
you merely having to arrange two of the
clamps in the manner depicted in the
illustration herewith.

With certain tyres of short-wave sets the
behaviour as regards oscillation will be a
little different. In these cases the circuit will
function in exactly the, opposite way, and
will oscillate most easily when the dials are
in tune.

Then, if the receiver is set just below
oscillation point it will break into oscillation
as the H.F. dial comes into step and stop
again on either side ; and this, again, can
be made to give you the indication you
want.

So far as operating the unit on the upper
(normal broadcast) waves is concerned
there is nothing to be said, for it behaves
in just the usual way. The extra dial
requires rotating in step with the dial
on the set, and the knack of this is soon
learned.

Tuning Tests.
To help you to keep them in step you can

use the ordinary indication of the sound of
liveliness heard when the circuits are in
resonance. This sound is made up of a
faint crackle of atmospherics, stray Morse
signals, and so on, and it is easy after a
little practice to manipulate the dials so
that it is maintained as you search.

This sound, of course, is only prominent
when the set is in its most sensitive state
just below the oscillation point, so to
make the best use of it you must be careful
to readjust the reaction a trifle now and
then as you go. This, of course, will also
ensure that you do not miss any of the
weaker stations.

It is quite possible to devise a method
of tuning on the broadcast waves which
uses a reaction indication similar to that
described for the short waves, and you can
do this if you like, for there is little risk
of causing interference. There is practically
no radiation from an oscillating set with
this unit working in front of it, and so there
is no harm in the practice. However, it
is rather a clumsy method, and should
not be necessary on ordinary waves.

Showing now two clamps or a most inexpenswe
nature can be arranged so as to form a useful

vice.

In fact, so successful has the writer found
this temporary improvised type of vice
to be that he is at present quite content
to use it as a permanent adjunct to his
work -den.

Quite Steady in Use.
Even if you do not already possess two,

of these useful clamps, you can buy a couple
of them for less than a shilling at any iron-
mongers, or at any of the cheap stores
which are to be found in most towns
nowadays.

A vice such as the one illustrated above
will be found to be quite steady in use, and
its thread will be found to be cut with
sufficient accuracy and fineness for any but
the most exacting uses.

TWO USEFUL TIPS.
--*- 4,44

If telephones get burnt out or become de-
magnetised, they can be re -conditioned quite
successfully by firms specialising in that class
of work.

Never drop the telephones upon the floor, as
the permanent magnetism is likely to be
destroyed or weakened by shocks of thit kind,
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There are numbers of things which can interfere with your
programmes besides oscillators and atmospherics. This
article deals with " man-made static," and tells you how to
eliminate them, or, a t the least, render them less troublesome.

By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.

l"'HE oscillating fiend is, to all intents and
purposes, a product of the times. His
numbers are rapidly diminishing owing

to a better appreciation of the technicali-
ties of radio -set operation.
- Still, however, there is one very great

trouble which  the radio -set owner will
always have with him. I refer to the
presence of what may be termed " Man-
made Static," or local interference due to
the proximity of commercial electrical lines
and apparatus.

Now, all interference of this nature-and
it is common enough, goodness only knows
-has one fundamental cause. Its nature
is an inductive interference, the unwanted
currents being induced in the aerial circuit
of the receiving installation from the neigh-
bouring electrical source.

A Miniature Transmitter.
Take the case of an arc lamp situated

near to the receiving installation. The arc
is virtually a gigantic spark passing across
two electrodes. And, being such, it broad -
Casts electrical waves of interference.'
These waves, however, are not of the one
frequency or wave -length. In fact, an
arc, like every other form of spark, generates
interference over  a very - extended wave-
length band, and thus it becomes almost
impossible to tune the interference out by
means of a wave -trap or rejector circuit.

Indeed, most wave -traps do not function
very well when employed for the elimina-
tion of the type of local interference Which
we are at present considering, and on that
account we shall not refer to them during
the present discussion. The elimination of

High-tension lines such as these sometimes cause
considerable interference with listeners' sets.

unwanted local in-
terference, however.
is a pressing prob-
lem to many a keen
radio enthusiast.
Many are the homes
in which the proxi-
mity of a tramway
system renders
radio reception during certain, hours of the
day almost impossible. No wonder, there-
fore, that the question, " How can I deal
with this problem" has been echoed count-
less thousands of times.

To be candid, however, there is really a
lot of luck in making a complete success of

A dashing electric sign which produced much in-
terference, but which was cured by placing fixed

condensers across its contacts.

the elimination of unwanted local inter-
ference. This is the case, because in most
instances you cannot remove or even
modify the interfering source. You have
just .got to put up with it, and to make
whatever alterations and modifications you
can to your, own receiving  installation.
Renee, therefore, the element of good
fortune which enters into the task.

I give on. this page a few typical illus-
trations of sources _of local interference
which, of their very nature. are more or
less permanent sources, and therefore
cannot be removed.

Reducing the Trouble.
Take, first of all, therefore, the inter-

ference created by the proxindiy of an
electrical generatina station, or 6f -a motor
or alternator working in some' adjacent
factory. Some alleviation of the set
up by this type of interference can be
effected by making a series of -trials with
new aerial positions. Try, for instance,. to
find ont the -exact lie of the source of inter-
ference, and then erect your aerial at right
angles to it, if at all possible.

If the generators are situated on the
ground floor, or in, the basement of the
factory, then endeavour to erect your aerial

as high as possible, making it as long as
you can. On the other hand, if the source
of interference is situated on one of the
upper floors of a building, then, under such
circumstances, you will probably find that
a lower and a shorter aerial will succeed in
reducing the trouble.

The same applies to interference derived
from neighbouring tramway wires, high-
tension lines, anclso on. If you can get
your aerial a good height above the lines,
then you may be able to get above the
interference, as it were. But, as is generally
the case, if you are not able to erect the
aerial at a great height, try the effect of
an abnormally low and short aerial. The
sensitivity of the installation will, of course,
be affected, but it is very likely that the
trouble will be decreased almost to vanishing
point.

Aerial Alterations.
Another line of attacking the problem is

to erect the aerial in the most favourable
position, as 'described above, and then to
endeavour to provide some leakage path for
any of the interfering currents which may
still be present.

(Continued on next page.)

Electric trams can interrupt the programmes of
nearby listeners. When you see the overhead
trolley flashing sparks you can be sure that

10 static " is being generated in the ether.
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LOCAL
INTERFERENCE.

(Continued from previous page.)
*

For instance, a. few inches of the aerial.
clown -lead may, be wrapped round with a
layer of.rubber tape, on top of which may be
wound several turns of wire, the free end
of this wire being earthed. In this manner,
the interfering current impulses may be
carried away to earth, the greater bulk of
the currents received from the broadcasting
station being passed on to the set.

Faint generator hum due to the continual
presence of some electrical machine situated
a little distance away from the receiving
installation may generally be cured readily
by the simple expedient of connecting a
6 -ft. length of bare wire to the earth
terminal of the set and by allowing the free
end of the wire to dangle on the floor. In
this case, also, the unwanted interference is
led away to earth.
Series Condenser Helps.

Naturally, in dealing with questions of
local interference, yon will try the effect
of placing a condenser in series with the
aerial lead of the set. It may exert a good
effect. On the other hand, possibly it
may have none. Hut if you place a con-
denser in parallel with the aerial lead of
the receiver and then connect one side of
the condenser directly to earth, quite an
appreciable diminution of the interference
will be apparent. In this case, however,
some of the signal strength of reception
will " go west," and so it will be a question
of deciding which is the better effect to
put up with.

You may, perhaps, live on a main road,
and in the vicinity of a flashing sign. Now,
a device of this nature will probably give
endless trouble owing to the constant series
of clicks which it will create in your recep-
tion, such noises being due, of course, to
the moving contacts which operate the sign.

base of the radio set cabinet with tinfoil
or silver paper, and by connecting this
metallic lining to the earth terminal of the
set, the relatively feeble interference cur-
rents being filtered off to earth in this
manner.

In this article, I have said nothing about
the excellent properties of the frame aerial
in avoiding all unwanted local interference

Portion of an aerial down lead wrapped with
rubber tape-an external wrapping of. wire convey-

ing interfering currents to earth.

of the nature described above, the inter-
ference -eliminating properties of such a
device being very well known. If, however,
the interference is really very bad and
persistent it would, after all, be as well to
construct a rough frame aerial, and by its
use to determine just how it will function
in your own particular case.

The use of an underground aerial pro-
vides a very good method of
getting rid of interference,
and it is really a matter for
surprise that this expedient
is not more often resorted
to. You can construct an
underground aerial by en-
closing a length of aerial
wire in a good thick rubber
hosepipe and by burying this
in the ground at a depth of
3 or '4 feet.

Generating rooms of works and factories are often sources
of much interference.

If you can get the owner of the sign to
place a 2-rpfd. condenser across the contact
leads, all will be well. If, however, such an
arrangement is not possible, the interference
will have to be treated on the lines suggested
above.

Quite' a lot: of local interference may be
eliminated by lining the inner sides and the

American Methods.
This system of aerial con-

struction is popular in
America as an interference
preventer. The underground
aerial should be as long as
possible, certainly not shorter
than 20 ft., and it is very
important that the aerial
wire itself should be insulated
from the earth. It is, there-

fore, necessary to run 'the aerial wire along
the centre of -a rubber tube, and, if the
best results are required, the tube should
also be enclosed in a leaden pipe in order to
protect it against the deteriorating influence
of the 'ground moisture.

Thus' it will be see:n2 that an effective
undergiotind aerial forms a rather expensive

article, and that its construction implies the
necessity of having available a good stretch
of land. However, when these conditions "
permit, the underground type of aerial is
certainly one which is worth trying out,
for it will be found to eliminate inter- ,
ference entirely, whilst, at the same time,
not appreciably affecting the distance -
reception qualities of the set.

The use of screening methods in modern
set construction has done a great deal
towards the reduction of common types of
local interference. At the same time,
however, it must still be emphasised that
the adequate dealing with annoying prob-
lems of this nature necessitates the use of
a loosely -coupled aerial circuit, together
with some means of very sharply tuning the
remainder of the circuit. Due attention
to these factors, however, combined with a
similar careful scrutiny of the position and
construction of the aerial will, however,
produce the desired result in the way of
eliminating the interference.

Try Counterpoise Earth.
Finally, in dealing with interference

troubles of the nature described above, -

the properties of a counterpoise earth should
be tried out in actual practice. You can
easily make such an earth' by placing a
kitchen fender across two chairs, and by'
connecting the earth lead of the set to it.

The counterpoise should preferably be
placed directly under the aerial, but, even
when this is not possible, a trial of this
nature will indicate how far the use of a'
counterpoise will be of advantage in any
particular case. In most cases a decided
advantage will be found to accrue from its
use, and, therefore, having made a few
preliminary experiments, a permanent
counterpoise earth can be constructed and
erected in some 'convenient position.

*
BATTERY BREVITIES.

*
When celluloid accumulators are used it is a

good plan to get the acid renewed about once a
year. * *

The renewal of the acid in an accumulator
is not a job for inexperienced persons, so that
this is always better carried out at a reliable
service station.

* * *

If the leAtel of the liquid in an accumulator
is allowed to fall below the top of the plates the
deficiency should immediately be made good
with distilled water.

For an accumulator to be in good condition
it should be charged and discharged pretty
regularly, so that the use of a very large battery
for a small set is inadvisable owing to the fact
that it will be standing for a long time in a partly
discharged condition.

* * *

If a larger -than -necessary accumulator is
used for running the filaments of a small set
it will be necessary to charge it more often than
the set itself would require owing to the neces-
sity for preventing a tendency to sulphation
due to the slow discharge.

* * *

One of the advantages of the use of wooden
separators in an accumulator is that they not
only separate the negative from the positive
plates, but provide a barrier which prevents
fragments of active material belonging to one
plate from coming into contact with its neigh-
bouring plate, and thus setting up local action.
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YOU2 H.T.
BATTER.

An article which records the inner
secrets of one of the most essential

of radio accessories.

"innards" of a single dry cell, or
of a radio H.T. battery, are not 'a
mystery to many radio amateurs, for,

with a little care: such articles may be
broken up into their component parts
very readily.

At the very best, hoWever, the palling
to pieces of a radio dry battery does not
get the inquirer very much further in the
matter, for it generally only reveals the
presence of a carbon rod and a quantity
of black, messy -looking material.

Nevertheless, there is a great deal of
interest connected with the inner workings
of a dry cell, and, therefore, I propose to
devote -myself to the topic in these columns.

Any chemical reaction involving a motion
or interchange of electrons will, under

rig. 1.-The simplest electrolytic cell, upon whose
action the working principle of all other bat-

teries is based.

suitable conditions, provide an electric
current. Most chemical actions, of course,
cannot be utilised for this purpose, either
on account of the rapidity with which they
are carried out, or for other more or less
special reasons.

The Simplest Cell.
Suppose, however, we place a copper

and a zinc sheet in a weak solution of sul-
phuric acid. In such an instance we obtain
the simplest type of electrolytic cell, an
article of this nature-made up in a glass
jar-being illustrated at Fig. 1. In such a
cell a chemical reaction goes on. The acid
attacks the zinc plate, liberating hydrogen
ions which travel to the copper plate and

there give up their positive charge. Thus
the copper plate becomes electrically
positive, the zinc plate being negative.

Thus if, under these conditions, an
external circuit is made, the positive cur-
rent travels
from the
copper plate
through. the
'external cir-
cuit, then
back into
the cell via
the neg tive
plate. This
current flow
proceeds
until either
the zinc is
eaten away,
or the cop-
per plate
becomes so
loaded with
hydrogen
molecules
that it inhi-
bits the flow of current, the cell in that
condition being said to become "polarised."

Now, the current provided by an
ordinary dry cell or battery is 'derived on
very similar principles. Dissect such a
battery, say, an ordinary flashlamp battery,
on removing the outer cover, and you will,
be confronted with three separate cells con-
nected up in series, as is depicted at.Fig. 2.

Inside the Battery.
Taking one of these cells,- and dissecting

this further, after removing the zinc case,
you will obtain a little fabric bag, similar
to that shown on the right of the photo-
graph, Fig. 3. Removing the outer covering
of fabric from this, you will obtain a rod
of carbon, around which is compressed a

2.-Flashlamp battery with
outer casing removed, show-
ing three component cells con-

nected in series.

Fig. 3.-The component parts of a dry battery cell.

thick layer of black material. This latter
may be seen clearly in the centre of the
photograph, Fig. 3, whilst the carbon rod
itself is depicted on the left of the photo-
graph.

Or, perhaps, if you possess a. fine saw,
and a sufficient amount of patience, you
will be able to saw through the cell, making
a section of it, in the matuier shown at
Fig. 4.

Depolarising.
From such illustrations it is evident that

the component cells of an ordinary flash -
lamp or radio H.T. battery consist of
nothing more than a zinc case enclosing
a bag of black carbon material, and having
in the centre a carbon rod.

How, therefore, do such cells obtain their
supply of current ?

Next to the zinc of the cell is placed
a paste of sal -ammoniac (ammonium
chloride) and water.
This is the " elec-
trolyte " of the cell,
and it takes the place
of the sulphuric acid
in the simple cell
described a b o v e.
T h e sal -ammoniac
attacks the zinc, and
thus causes a flow
of positive hydrogen
ions to the carbon
rod. The latter. there-
fOre , becomes posi-
tively charged, and a
current flows through
the external circuit
of the -cell.

If, however, a dry
cell consisted of no-
-thing more than a zinc
case with a carbon rod
in the middle of it,
the intervening space
being packed' with a sal-ammoniap paste,
hydrogen gas would very quickly collect on
the carbon rod, and would thus stop the
flow of the current, the cell becoming
polarised.

Consequently, something has to be in-
troduced which will prevent the accumula-
tion of hydrogen on the carbon rod-a
something, in fact, which will act as a
" dePolarrser." This " something " has been
found in the material known as man-
ganese dioxide, which comprises the black
substance compressed round the carbon
rod. Its function is to oxidise the hydrogen
before it has time to accumulate round the
carbon rod, and thus to remove it.

Fig. 4-A dry battery
cell in section.
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A televsion test in progress in New York.

1 S television to be general this year, or in
1 the three to five years forecast by David

Sarnoff, vice-president and general
manager of the Radio Corporation of
America ? Mr. Sarnoff says that the things
towards -which we are working now are :
photo -electric cells of much greater sensi-
tivity, more brilliant and readily -controlled
lighting devices, better means of synchronis-
ing light elements on the scanning apparatus
at each end of the radio circuit, and some
-way of fitting in, or reducing, the wave -band
of between 20,000 and 100,000 cycles now
needed for television.

In Great Britain.
What is concerning some people in Great

Britain, however, is whether they are going
to be able to judge for themselves what can
be done in television in this country now.
The B.B.C., in an official announcement,
have turned down the rumours that Baird
television was to be given a " try out "
from a B.B.C. station. The message that
came to me from the B.B.C. however, was
not so definite. It said : " Keep your eye
on it : it may come off some day."

Von Mihaly.
Round the system of Denes von Mihaly

has now been formed the TelehOr Aktien-

TELEVISION
NOTES AND NEWS.

Details of the progress of television in the various centres
where experiments are being made.

From A CORRESPONDENT.

Gesellschaft. A man
well known to finan-
ciers in this country
helped von Mihaly
along in his early ex-
periments, and I was
one of a party at a
table in one of
Berlin's most famous
restaurants when in-
fluential men of
several countries were

discussing forming a company to develop
von Mihaly's work. I was asked whether
operations should be extended to London.
and New York. I advised against, for the
time being. As I said, New York could
show better television efforts than von
Mihaly had to offer.

Progress.

Now, however, I have been given figures
(at present I must keep them to myself)
which, if they are true, make Berlin's
television efforts much more favour.
ably comparable with those of other
capitals.

Jenkins, Too.
Financiers are seeking to help C. Francis

Jenkins, the Washington inventor you all
know, to hurry his television sets on to the
market. Jenkins Television Corporation
will have a capital of £2,500,000.

New Bell Cell.
A film of rubidium one atom thick is the

sensitive surface in a new photo -electric cell
produced by A. L. Johnsrud, of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories. The metal was
evaporated and its vapour deposited in a
vacuum to form the film.

American Television.
This is yet another paragraph about

America., you see it is over there that the
really frenzied television enterprise is taking
place. The Federal Radio Commission, of
America, however, issued an order towards
the end of last year which severely res-
tricted both television and still -picture
transmission " until such time as the
Commission are able to ascertain the value
of such to the advancement of the science
of radio." Probably the U.S. ether would
otherwise have been filled with unreceivable
interference.

Chinavision.
Einstein, as a relaxation from his

mathematics and to give him inspiration
-plays his violin. Professor Max Dieck-
mann, who still hopes to harness cathode
rays as a television transmitter, practises
sculpture. A box came for me from him,
and I thought that here at last was a new
cathode ray apparatus he had sent me to
test. Instead it was a china woman so
beautiful that the womenfolk not only
allow me to have it in the house but
threaten to confiscate it.

Square Holes.
" Are square holes better than round holes

in a television disc ? " asks a correspondent
who is making his first home receiver. It
has been calculated that only 78 per cent
as much light passes through a round hole
as through a square one, and some amateurs
find that circular holes cause dark bands
across their images.

Standardised Discs.
It appears that the radio manufacturers

of America have standardised the Jenkins
television disc, and that these will uni-
versally be produced for experimenters.

PRACTICAL POINTERS.

IF an aerial is surrounded by tall buildings,
trees, etc., these absorb some of the energy
which should reach it from distant broad-

casting stations, and the aerial is therefore
said to be " screened."

A good high aerial is always an advantage,
but it is particularly so in the case of crystal
receivers, as this class of set is worked entirely
fram the power which is picked up by the
aerial.

Good conductivity copper wire makes the
ideal aerial, the sort known as 7/22 having
proved rarticu/arly efficient in operation.

*

Instead of using stranded wire, of the 7/22
type, for aerials, it is possible to use one single
wire of heavier gauge with good results (it
should preferably be enamelled wire, and a
suitable gauge is 18 or 20).

It is essential to allow good spacing for wiring
of tho high -frequency circuit of any valve
receiver.

Crystal detectors of
t h e semi - permanent
type in which two
crystals are used in
cont act with each
other, are often rend-
ered more sensitive
by varying the pres-
sure holding the two
crystals together.

* *

To avoid the an-
noyance of the need
for continual adjust-
ment it is a good plan
to wire a spare crystal
detector close beside
the existing detector
of the set. A switch
can then very easily
be arranged to bring
either one or the other

detector into circuit, so that if one is
temporarily out of adjustment the programme
is not interrupted whilst this is put right.

The wireless station at Kabul, the only means of communication with the
outside v Li Is. II.
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BROADCASTING can never be too
bright. And it should, when possible,
be realistic. The listener has a right

to hear about matters of public interest
and especially about events so absorbing
as a sensational murder, the trial of the
accused and the extreme penalty on the
scaffold.

A great murder trial is always followed
with close attention by hundreds of
thousands of people of both sexes and all
ages As many as possible cram them-
selves into the Court -room. The others
must be content with the reading of the
evidence in full in the papers, helped out
by realistic pen -pictures of the Judge, the
Counsel for the Defence, the Prosecutor for
the Crown, the witnesses, the accused,
and the final scene when the verdict of
" Guilty " is brought in and the Judge,
assuming the Black Cap, pronounces the
sentence and orders that the prisoner be
" hanged by the neck until dead."

All this is so engrossing a subject for
newspaper readers that .I have often
wondered why listeners are not permitted the
privilege of hearing a murder trial broad-
cast. Also, a public service would be
rendered, because we are told that the trial
and the death of the accused are a warning
to those with criminal -propensities and
inclined to a life of .crime.

The Trial Scene.
One of the excellent B.B.C. announcers

could bring each scene more clearly to the
minds of listeners by describing the return
of the Jury after their deliberations, the
foreman's report to the .Judge. of ." Guilty,"
and the demeanour of the prisoners,and his
friends and relatives. Thus : " The Judge
is assuming the Black Cap ; you will now
hear the ,Judge's words." Then the
prisoner will be asked what he has to say
in his final defence, and if the wretched man
or woman decides to say anything it will
be broadcast from a microphone suitably
placed in front of the dock. The whole
broadcast would be vivid and dramatic
enough for anyone.
- So much for the trial scene. At least
one broadcast of -an impOrtant murder
trial would be heard by listeners all over the

HOULD EXECUTIONS
BE BROADCAST ?
Lt,Commander theHon,J.N.Kenvorthy

R.N..M.P.
An unusual type of article for " P.W.'" isn't it ? However, we must
point out that the very well-known author of this article advocates the
broadcasting of a commentary on at least one murder only, because he
thinks it would do more than anything else to bring about the abolition
of the Death Penalty in this country-a cause to which he is an adherent.

country with the keenest of interest, and
the B.B.C. has ample means of -finding
orit whether a repetition.would he desired.

Why should we not, however, go a
step further and broadcast the execu-
tion ? It is not many years since all
executions took place in public. Citizens
demanded the right of assisting as eye-
witnesses at such tragedies. Statesmen
and judges considered it was a useful de-

terrent to others to see the death of the
miscreant.

For some years now we have abolished
public executions. The Sheriff, the Chap-
lain, the Prison Governor, the Warders, the
Executioner and his assistant are present
in their official capacities. But there are
always two or three pressmen present at an
execution as well. They are not, however,
allowed to give descriptive accounts.

Nearly always the same formula is used.
We are told the prisoner ascends the
scaffold with a firm tread, and that death
is instantaneous. But these are the only
details that the public, who pay to keep up
the prisons and who find the salary of the
hangman and warders, are permitted to
know. No dbubt there are valid objections
to the general public .being admitted to
executions nowadays ; but would these
same objections hold against the proceed-
ings being broadcast 1 At any rate the
experiment might be tried.

HOW THEY 1)0

We are sometimes told what the con-
demned man,. has for breakfast, but no
other details, gruesome or otherwise; are
given to us. We never hear of the well
authenticated eases where death is not
instantaneous owing to some miscalcula-
tion of the length of the drop required, and
where the hangman has had to finish off the
condemned by jumping on his shoulders
or pulling at his feet.

End of Capital Punishment?
At the other extreme was the case of the

man John Conway, who was hanged in
August, 1891. The drop was too great,
and his head was nearly pulled off his body.
There must be many details of this kind
which the public surely have the right to
know, so long as capital punishment remains
the law of the land for certain crimes.

At this point I may as well enlighten the
readers of POPULAR WIRELESS by telling
fhem that I am opposed to capital punish-
ment, for very many reasons, and I believe
that if one execution were broadcast the
popular outcry against hanging would be so
great that we should follow the lead of 23
other countries and eight of the United
States of America in substituting penal
servitude for life.

But to return to the actual execution
(Continued on next page.)

IT IN AMERICA.

Obregon's murderer, Leon Tare), broadcasting a speean during the course of the trial tor his tile.
America has had several broadcasts of this highly sensational character.
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SHOULD EXECUTIONS I
BE BROADCAS I. ?

(Continued from previous page.) :
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It takes place in the early morning by
present practice. But in view of the
great public interest that would, no doubt,
be evinced when it was known that an
execution was 'to be broadcast, Sir William
Joynson-Ilicks, the present Home Secretary,
if then in office, who is always so ready to
please the public, would, I have little
doubt, order the execution at a' more con-
venient hour for the listeners.

What should we hear ?
First, the tolling 'of the bell. The Prison

Chaplain then joins the two warders who
have spent the last night in the condemned
cell with the convicted felon. His sacred
office completed, the Executioner enters.
If the convict is not then in a state of
collapse it is customary for him to take leave
of his attendants and he gives them, as a
rule, some small token or keepsake.

A Vivid Account.
Now I will take the place of the announcer

at the hanging of Mr. X.
" The Executioner is pinioning X's arms.

The procession is being formed. The Chief
Warder leads the way, followed by the
Chaplain reading the service of the Burial
of the Dead." (This will be broadcast).
" Behind the Chaplain follows the convict,
supported by four warders ; immediately
behind him is the Executioner. Then the
principal warder, the Governor of the Prison,
the Sheriff, two officials bearing wands,
survivals of the great days of public cere-
monial, and, lastly, the Prison Doctor.

" The condemned man is walking with
a firm step. He has now reached the

AMERICA'S RADIO

scaffold. He has been asked if he has any
final confession to make. He has shaken his
head. He is now standing on the ' drop.'
The Executioner is pinioning his legs, just
below the knees, with a strap. The Execu-
tioner has placed a white bag over his head.
The noose is being adjusted round his
neck. We now hear the Chaplain  .

the penalty of his crime. The body will
now be left hanging for an hour, in accord-
ance with the regulations."

I have never assisted at an execution ;
but I have outlined the announcer's pro-
bable programme from official accounts of
executions and from the prison- rules and
regulations.

A LOUD -SPEAKER FOR THE " TALKIES."

One of the huge loud -speakers used in an American cinema in conjunction with Talkie films. Left to
right are O. A. Hoxie, Dr. O. W. Hewlett and O. W. Stone, who were responsible for the perfection of

the scheme employed.

dust to dust, ashes to ashes.' The Execu-
tioner has taken his stand at the bolt.
He has withdrawn it. The drop has fallen.
There are a few convulsive movements, but
the body is out of sight."

A decent interval of silence, and then :
" All movement has ceased. X. has paid

CHANGE -OVER.

Te Engineer -m -Charge of W E A F (New York) resetting the chats on the amplifier to conform to the
new 860 -kilocycle wave of that station, which, among many others. was altered by order of the Federal

Radio Commission.

No one will deny the dramatic possibilities
of such an -item in the B.B.C. programme !

Some may argue that such an item would
be. gruesome. If these listeners will in-
dulge in a little self-examination, they will
find that they are already converted to
the abolition of the death penalty.

And because I wish my country to follow
the lead of so many other civilised nations
in its abolition I strongly advocate the
broadcast of at least one execution.

Those who claim that the death penalty is
a deterrent can hardly object. Owners of
wireless sets, who have paid their licences,
have a right to be put .in touch with all
great events in the world. So I would
allow wireless to bring home to the people
what hanging really means far more inti-
mately than can ever be done by any
newspaper report.

INWOR'AERIALS.

One of the great drawbacks of the indoor
aerial is that, in addition to being short, it
generally has to be arranged close to walls or
other surfaces which, either through the presence
of metal or damp, act as " screens."

Both the shape and the direction of the indoor
aerial have a great effect upon its efficiency,
so that all possible variations should be
tried until the best arrangement is found.

As a general rule an indoor aeriel should
be shaped like an outdoor one and not zig-
zagged across the room from one point to
another.
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upon this silent
background -

High notes undistorted in amplification if you use the Lissen
Transformer : they are given their true value against a back-
ground that is dead silent. That is why instruments like the
tenor saxophone are so popular with the hundreds of thousands
of amateurs who have a Lissen Transformer in their set. These
transformers can be used in every modern circuit-no matter
what receiver you are building, you will ensure the fine quality
of reproduction by using a Lissen Transformer in each stage
cif amplification.

The FAMOUS 8/6 LISSEN TRANSFORMER
The famous 816 Lissen Transformer has won for itself the reputation of
" The Transformer that will never break down." Suitable for all fMt
ordinary purposes. Turns ratio 3 to 1. Resistance ratio 4 to I 0/0

The LISSEN SUPER TRANSFORMER
This Super LISSEN Transformer is made in two ratios, 31. to x and
pAso 23, to..r. The 31 to t is suitable for use in either the first or the
second Stage of an L.F.: amplifier,- or can be used in cascade for both
stages, and with practically any. valve. ,The 2i to r transformer is
sZitable for use after a high -impedance rectifier, valve without fear of

same for both ratios ..
distortion or loss of high notes and overtones. The price is the

LISSEN LTD. 8-16 Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey
(Managing Director - Thos. N. Cole)
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THESE
4 POINTS
ARE WORTH
HAVING AT
NO EXTRA COST
I. Altogether purer tone.
2. A more abundant volume

with distortion eliminated.
3. "Background noises " will

have ceased.

4° Foreign stations will be more
easily tuned in and seem,
perceptibly nearer.

MADE IN ENGLAND

Sold by all
Wireless Dealers.

means

with the

"TENACIOUS
COATING"

105rAitVkl:004$4, it4A....,M40.1 IWO RJ.

&10 Riga*
12.0.K.!;7411401 M.

OSRAM VALVES are the valves with "Tenacious Coating," the secret
of purity and maximum power throughout an abnormally long life.

lelvt. of The General Electric Co Ltd , Magnet House, Kings way, London, W.C.2
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NEUTRALISING A DETECTOR !
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The following experience may be of
interest to your readers.

I have been using the original Cossor " Melody
Maker " for some considerable time, but have only
been able to get 2 Z Y and 5 X X with it, although
my aerial and earthing systems are good.

In considering ways and means to improve matters,
I hit upon the expedient of treating the detector
valve in somewhat the same way as an H.F. valve,
i.e: by neutralising It With " Polar " Vernier con-
denser, which I happened to have by me.

The results have  been somewhat astonishing.
I can now get Munich at any time on L.S. At the
time of writing I am listening to Dublin. I have
also had Langenberg on L.S. and Breslau on 'phones,
with one or two other German stations not yet
identified. On the long waves I Can now get Radio
Paris and two others not yet identified. Tuning is
extremely sharp, so that I have had to fit vernier
adjustment.

On thelocal station (2 Z Y.) and 5 X X the quality
of reception is greatly improved and volume in-
creased.

I don't know whether this Idea has been tried out
before, but I have never seen it mentioned in " P. W.,"
which I have taken since No. 1.

Should any of your readers care to try the experi-
ment with other sets not employing H.F. stages,
it would be interesting to hear of the results.

I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully.

VECris."
Oldham, Lancs.

A HOME-MADE LOUD SPEAKER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, ,Since. you are at present publishing
articles on the construction of cone loud speakers, etc.,
perhaps my own experience of them may be of some
use to some of your readers.

My . own set is resistance -coupled- throughout,
with super -power valve last and choke -capacity
output, -Complete with all anti -motor -boating
devices, etc.

The combination loud speaker I have finally
arrived at is a large 14 in. white drawing -paper cone
(two Ildekaes,ses at the' edge to prevent any paper
rattle), freely suspended in f -in. border of oil -silk, in
a large cabinet of heavy oak with 3 -ply front,. and
no back: Size of front., 20 in. by 30 in.- The -cone is
driven by Blue Spot adjustable unit. Inside the
cabinet, facing backwards, is n large Brown loud
speaker in -series with the Blue Spot, and across the
terminals of the loud speaker is ad Igranie high -value -
variable resistance. This combination giveS aa high
a quality as I -have 'yet heard, and the reason for
arriving at it are as follows :

First started with 10 in; buckram cone alone.
Fault, resonant on -somelow -notes, poor below that.
Continuing to experiment with various sizes of
cone and various weights; The .bigget and lighter I
made the cone, the better the bass notes. :Kraft paper
I serapPed, since I failed CoMplOterf to. make a`Cone
of this material which did not have a peculiar papery
tone, rather like a Japanese fiddle.

Finally I arrived. at- the present cone, and -found
that whilst the bass was splendid, without resonance,.
I had lost a good deal of purity and volume on high
notes. .

I next tried the small cone at the back, as described
in your article last week. This certainly improved
matters greatly, but still I had not got anything

CORRESPONDENCE

NEUTRALISING

A DETECTOR !
I A HOME-MADE LOUD SPEAKER-

MAKESHIFT CRYSTAL SETS, Etc.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed : but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

* -1,--4.--..---41-4-e---4---4-e-4--- - 4,4. -41- *

like the brilliance on high notes which the Brown
used to give. I made eight cones for this job, varying
in size from 2 in. to . 8 in. of both paper and
buckram. Finally I put the Brown back inside.
Result, perfect on lower notes, too loud- on high ;
obviously out of balance. Finally put variable
resistance across Brown to control its volume without
affecting the Blue Spot. Result, as near perfection
as one could wish to hear.

. The effect of altering the resistance whilst the set
Is in operation is very interesting. With the resistance
full in, the lower notes predominate. As it is gradublly
altered, the high notes start to increase until every
thing is in perfect balance. Gradually they get too
loud and finally are right out of balance again
The set Is used also with gramophone pick-up. and on
such records as "The Ride of the Valkyries." "Oberon
Overture," "Invitation to the Waltz," etc., the
Re-entrant H.M.V. simply isn't in it.

I have heard three 'moving -coil speakers, one a
Panatrope. It is impossible to say whether this
combination is as good or not, since when 1 heard
them, each was giving tremendous volume in large
show -rooms,' and it was impossible to judge whether
everything would be in perfect balance at reasonable
volume in an ordinary -sized drawing -room. Person-
ally, I thought the middle notes were far more
powerful than either the high or low notes. Hoping the
above may bo of interest to some of your readers.

Yours sincerely,
. . C. C. S.

Birkenhead.

MAKESHIFT CRYSTAL SETS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I thought that it might be of interest
to you to know of the remarkable results that I am
obtaining from a " Makeshift " crystal receiver that
I wired up a few days 'ago. It consisted of a No. 75
coil shunted across a -00025 variable condenser, and
connected to the detector and 'phones in the usual
way.

Without an earth of any kind whatsoever, the
results obtained from London and 5 G B were only
slippy inferior to, and those obtained from 5 X X
(with No. 200 coil) were. even better than, those
obtained in the ordinary way from my variometer-
tuned crystal set. The results were only slightly im-

proved on an earth being added. The varrometcr-
tuned crystal set, as might be expected, will not
produce a sound unless connected in the orthodox
way with an aerial and earth.

I should be interested to know if any of your
readers can explain this curious phenomenon.

Yours very sincerely.
G. DE C. TAYLOR.

West Ealing, W.13. '

THAT PCJ, STATION.. .

The Editor, 'POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-Of late a considerable amount of

correspondence- has-been published in your columns
relative to the reception- of P C.J; and we note that
quite a number of listeners state that they cannot hear
this station.

We shall be glad if you will once more draw your
readers' attention to the fact that a new P C
Time Schedule came into operation as and from
December 6th, 1928, copy enclosed herewith.

Possibly everybody is not yet cognisant with the
new times in force, and may he wasting time listening -
in in accordance with the schedule in use up to
December 5th, 1928.

Yours faithfully,
PHILIPS LAMPS LIMITED.

Philips. House, 145, Charing Cross Rd., London,
W.C.2.

NEW P C J TRANSMITTING SCHEDULE.
On and from Thursday, December 6th, 1928,

weekly transmissions from P C J will be timed as
follows :

DAY a TIME,

TatrasnAvs. 18'00-20'00 British India, Europe and
South Africa.

23.00- 0 Spain (in Spanish).

FRIDAYS .. 0-01.00 Brazil (in Portuguese).
01.00-03-00 The South American Re-

publics (in Spanish).
1800-20-00 Europe.

SATURDAYS 0-0100 The Dutch West Indies.
0100-04.00 Central American and

Antillian Republics, as
well as for the British
and French Colonies in
America (in English,
Spanish, and French).

0100-06-00 Australia and New Zea-
land (in English).

ALL FOR 7s. 6d.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have just completed " The 7/6 Three-
Valver," and at this very moment am listening to
the London programme coming through at full loud-
speaker volume and good quality. I think it is a
wonderful set. I have just been listening to several
foreign stations and 5 G B at good volume on loud
speaker, with about 80 volts H.T.

I might add that I did not take much trouble in
making the grid leaks, condensers, etc., the sizes and

,the paper for the resistances being only approximate,
and the' variable condensers were made with several
pieces of foil.

Thanking you for a very cheap but wonderful set,
Yours faithfully,

R. PARISH.
Essex.

MANY thanks to those of my readers
who have been good enough to write,
either to correct me for some of my

misstatements or to tell me of their own.
experiences ! Two or three letters have
been particularly interesting, especially
that from the reader who is unable to -
produce any form of threshold howl, even
if he goes out of his way to do it ! Would
that I were so placed !

A New Three-Valver.
I 'have a new three-valver going now

which appears to be absolutely immune
from threshold howl, and I put it down to
the fact that I have incorporated an anti -
motor -boating device consisting of a de -
coupling .resistance of 30,000 ohms and a
by-pass condenser of 2 -mfd. I have tried
various valves, run-down H.T., all sorts of
different grid -leaks, etc., and cannot pro-
duce the noise.' With any other set I have
handled, however, what a difference ! A
little slackness in any one of these directions
produces it at once.

For some peculiar reason the Americans
do not seem to be coming in at all well

NOTES.
SHORT-WAVE

By W. L. S.

IIE

just yet. Probably those who are new to
short -Wavers since last year will think that
2 X A F is quite in order, and that there
is nothing wrong with transatlantic con-
ditions at all. My answer to them is ", Wait
and see what he can be like." On some of
the really good nights last year the strength
of 2 X A D on an ordinary two-valver
could only be compared with that of 2. L 0
at a distance of about six miles, and 2 X A F
usually ran him fairly close.

Have you noticed Eindhoven working
under his new call -sign, P C J ? He has
dropped one J, as have all the other Dutch
commercials dropped the final letter.
P C L is very seldom heard nowadays.
The old familiar A G J (Nauen) has had

his call -sign changed to D H E, since under
the 1929 regulations no call -signs are to
begin with A or B, and all German calls
begin with D.

How many of my readers who have
persuaded their receivers to take the
plunge down to 10 metres have found that,
it is possible to tune anyone in down there ?
For one point, your condenser and slow-
motion dial must be absolutely silent and
smooth in action, or you will not hear the
man in the first place. And then it is by
no means everything to hear him.

Eliminating Hand-Capaeity Effects
You must also hold him, or try your

hardest, and this requires complete i'reedom
from hand -capacity effects on the tuning
dials. It is quite essential to use a throttle -
control circuit, or some similar arrange-

..ment under which both sets of moving
plates can be earthed. The use of a metal
dial which can also be earthed is a help.
In the usual case these precautions should
be sufficient, without the necessity for
using a metal panel or a screen behind the
panel.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

PRESSING THE B.B.C.

TELEVISION : THE TRUTH
TECHNICAL QUERIES AT I
SAVOY HILL-DANCE CHAM-
P IONSHIP BROADCAST-

MUSIC AT CARDIFF.

Pressing the B.B.C.
THE recent war between the B.B.C.

and the Press, composed by a truce,
has proved the signal for a revival

of several quiescent feuds. For instance,
it is understood in musical circles
that fresh difficulties have arisen
in connection with the Queen's
Hall. Messrs. Chappell have never
made any secret of their opposi-
tion to the B.B.C, and with the
consideration of an extension of
B.B.C. sub -tenancy came the
opportunity to make things un-
comfortable, if not impossible, for
Savoy Hill.

It looks as if there will be a
considerable curtailment, if not
a complete termination, of B.B.C.
concert work at Queen's Hall.
This would entail a return to
the Albert Hall. Meanwhile, the
theatre industry is getting ready.
to try to exploit the difficulties
of the B.B.C. There are rumours
of other hostile moves, and it is
quite on the cards that the truce
with the Press will not survive the General
Election.

Efforts are being made to get one of the
parties to take up " Charter Revision " as
an election plank. This would be an inter-
esting development. The Liberals are the
most dissatisfied party at the moment.
If they made it their big election issue there
would not be much trepidation at Savoy
Hill.

If, however, the Conservatives adopted
the idea, and got in first with it, things
might be distinctly awkward. In any event,
Savoy Hill has a more difficult and anxious
time of it than at any time since the Sykes
Committee. The pity is that so much energy
is diverted from programme building to
political protection.

Television : The Truth.
With other troubles in the foreground,

television has not attracted much attention
lately ; but with the reassembly of Parlia-
ment it again becomes a very live issue.
It was the lobby of the House of Commons
that revealed the fact that political pressure
had succeeded in getting the P.M.G. to
insist on the B.B.C. agreeing to a new
" secret,4" trial some time in February.

The full publicity which this received,
coupled with the usual furious attacks
on the B.B.C., was hardly- calculated to
improve the " atmosphere " of negotiation.
The result is that the chance of rapproche-
ment is far more remote than it was two
months ago.

It remains to be seen whether the political
pressure can be brought to bear once more,

Meanwhile the Fultograph continues to
gain ground. The, B.B.C., in addition to
extending the experifients until October
30th, is considering whether some of the
programmes may not be illustrated by this
method...

Technical Queries at Savoy Hill.

 Over 26,000 letters were received by the
Technical Correspondence Section of the
B.B.C. at SavoY Hill, during 1928. Com-
plaints of interference by oscillation,
Morse, heterodynes, and other causes were
responsible for about 50 per cent of this
correspondence, technical queries coming
next on the list with approximately 5,000
letters.

The section reports that letters are
becoming more difficult to answer, probably
because of the definite improvement in the
design of receiving sets. A careful analysis

A LESSON IN HOWLING.

of the correspondence has revealed the fact
that the technical talks by the Chief
Engineer were extremely helpful, inasmuch
as that lightened the work of the section
by preventing a considerable number of
inquiries which have hitherto had to be
dealt with in writing.

Dance Championship Broadcast.

Jack Payne and the B.B.C. Dance Orches-
tra, together with Debroy Soineis' Band, the
Piccadilly Players, and the Ambassador
Club Band, all of which are frequently
heard by listeners, will play for the finals
of the Amateur Ballroom Dancing Cham-
pionship organised by the Columbia Grapho-
phone Company at the Royal Albert Hall
on Thursday, February 7th. The cham-
pionship will be under the supervision of
Santos Casani, well known for his micro-
phone dancing lessons, and music from the

hall will be broadcast between 11
p.m. and midnight.

A .emunstration with " howling " tubes of various audio and
phenomena at the Wheatstone Laboratory, King's College, W.0.2. This

laboratory is the oldest for teaching of Physics in Europe, dating from 1834.

Music at Cardiff.
Sir Henry Wood is to conduct

the National Orchestra of Wales
in a concert at the City Hall,
Cardiff, on Thursday, Februaiy
14th. During the same week the
orchestra will play in a per-
formance of " King Olaf " to
be given on Sunday, February
10th, by the Cardiff Musical
Society, and also at other con-
certs at the National Museum en
February 11th, 13th,. and 16th,
and at the City Hall on February
16th, when the artistes on t h e
last-mentioned occasion will be
Kenneth Ellis (bass) and Eda
Kersey (violin).

*.4-4---
TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

SMALL BEGINNINGS
WHAT CAN YOU HEAR ?-MILLIONTHS -ETC., ETC.

* - 1-4.-4----- ------0^0.
Small Beginnings.
I N recent articles in this journal by a
I well-known contributor, some interest-

ing facts and figures were given
showing the extraordinarily small amount
of energy actually received from the ether
by a wireless receiving aerial.

This energy is so small in the average
case that it would =be necessary to accumu-
late it for years before it reached an amount
comparable with that expended in the
smallest mechanical operation with which
we are familiar-for example, the energy
used by a fly in walking up a wall.

What Can You Hear ?
It is very interesting to consider also

some of the other extremely minute quan-
tities which are met with in radio. For
instance,; the amplitude or extent of the
vibrations of the diaphragm in a headphone
is generally exceedingly small (unless, of
course, the sound which is being repro-
duced is exceptionally loud, when the
diaphragm may vibrate at its centre to an
extent of perhaps 1-1,000th of an inch). 

Generally, however, the extent of the

vibration is only a small fraction of 1-1,000th
of an inch ; the ear can actually perceive a
sound when the amplitude of vibration of
the air in contact with the ear -drum is as
small as one -ten -thousand -millionth of an
inch! Naturally people differ a good deal
in the sensitiveness of their ears, but the
figure I have just mentioned represents a
fair average for a normal ear.

Millionths.
To talk about one -ten -thousand -millionth

of an inch, or even one -millionth of an inch,
conveys little to the imagination unless some
reference is made to some object with which
one is familiar. Take one of the ordinary
pages of this magazine-I have not mea-
sured them, but I imagine they are roughly
about 1 -400th or 1 -500th of an inch in
thickness.

A sheet of paper one -millionth of an inch
in thickness (if we could make such a thing)
would therefore require 2,000 sheets laid
one on top of another to make up the thick;
ness of a single sheet of this paper. If the
thickness were one -ten -thousand -millionth

(Continued on page 1124)
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You've got to tune with
this Lissen Condenser to
appreciate how fine it is

- and now anew
standard of
value in thenigt
REACTION
CONDENSER
Embodies many of the exclusive
features of the big Lissen Con-
denser, including no end pressure
on any end plate to distort frame
or vanes.

" A " Type

" B " Type with insulated Af6
bushes for mounting on panel "1

You'll find it an aristocrat
among condensers. Feel how it
separates stations close together;
look at its rigid unshakeable
construction-examine its long
bearing. Notice the entire
absence of end pressure ; think
of it as everlasting-finally look
at its price, and ask yourself
if you have ever seen a con-
denser to compare with it any-
where.

Remember, this is a standard
condenser which you can use in
any and every circuit. You can
gang it ; use two or three of them
together. You can use a drum
control for it instead of a dial.
You can mount it on a panel and
it has feet for baseboard mounting,
too.

000i mfd. capacity - 5/9
'0002 PR - 5/9
'0003 PI - 6/.
.00035 I/ - 6/3
*0005 - 6/6

Obtainable from all
Radio dealers

LISSEN LTD.,
8/16 Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey

(Managing Director: Thos. N. Cole.)
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It's just as simple switching on; the light. Batteries
are entirely dispensed with, recharges and reneWalS become
unnecessary. The only requirement is a lighting socket and
the Marconiphone Power Unit. The result: --a generous,
smooth -flowing stream of power that is readily controlled,
always available, and meets every demand With minimum
cost-in most cases not exceeding a penny a Week.
ALL POWER UNITS FOR SUPPLYING H.T. AND L.T.--Model
A.C.4, All -Power Unit for A.C. Mains, With power; sapply costs only
zd. per week. Model B. 1153 for too -125 volts, and 200-250 volts,
40 cycles and over. Price, including valve and royalty £4 15 0,
MODEL D.C.4, All -Power Unit for D.C. Mains:: Entails little or
no alteration to existing circuits. Model B.1154' for -zoo-25o volts, £5 5 0.

H.T. SUPPLY UNITS. Model A.C.2 for A.C. Mains. Supplies H.T. to receivers of almost
any type. Output 4o milliamperes at 120 volts: Two models available for 10o-125 and
200-250 volts. Price, including U.5. valve, £6 10 0.
Model D.C.2 for D.C. Mains. Output 5o milliamperes at 120 volts. Tappings at 42 and
84 volts. Suitable for use on roo-25o volt mains, £4 2 6.
For One or Two -Valve Receivers, Models A.C.3 and D.C. 3. Model A.C.3 for A.C. Mains.
For 100-125 or zoo -25o volts. Complete with valve and royalty, 70s. Model D.C.3 for D.C.
Mains. For 100-125 or 20Q-250 volts. Price 855.

Write for Publication No. 453, mentioning POPULAR WIRELESS.

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED,
(Dept. P), 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Showrooms : 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, W.1, and Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2

HIGH TENSION
POWER
UN ITS

WEA 117
COMPONENTS

STANDARD LOADING
COIL

AS SPECIFIED IN
"POPULAR WIRELESS" AND
"MODERN WIRELESS"

. CIRCUITS.
Price 7 6 each.

FORMER UNWOUND 5,-.
COIL FOR "TITAN" SET

15,- each.

H.F. CHOKE (Standard) 6/6
do. (Short Wave) 4/6
do. (Combined) 9/6

Push -Pull Switch - - -
(With Terminals)

WRIGHT 87. WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17

Telephone: Tottenham 3847-3848.

ire
tRLATHE

ANDCONE KIT
xyawsiteverwwWWWil

SQUIE

Prov. Patent
No. 32559.

The Finest Reception can be obtained
from the " Titan " Three with thi;

type of speaker.

N9 97. A Plywood
clamping

No. 97 15/
.

Washer in- For Various Balanced
eluded with Armature Speaker Units.
each Com- The Frame is ready to take Blueplete Set. Spot, Triotron, Bullphone and

G.E.C. Units &o., which are
secured rigidly and DIRECT to
ALUMINIUM CRADLE or
CHASSIS. Setting remains con-
stant and speaker will take full
output from set without chatter.

FREDK. SQUIRE,

CRADLE FRAME
ONLY, ready
to receive vari- 12f6ous units -
Beautifully Finished Framework
Enamelled, and with Burnished

Edges.
Designed to give easy access to ad-
justing nuts an Driving Rod of unit.

CONE KIT, comprising
Illin. Kraft Diaphragm (form-
ing 91 in. Cone) 4 Suedlin Seg-
ments, I Card Ring 2/6
all cut to size ready
for mounting - -

Full instructions for assembling are
given in each kit.

INSIST ON THE GENUINE
SQUIRE CONE KITS, IN
LABELLED ENVELOPES.

Guaranteed Moving Coil
Stsea her Resemblance

24, Leswin Road, Stoke
Newington, London, N.16
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Members of the " P.W." Technical Staff dismiss the "Titan." Left to right: R. D. Rogers,
G. V. Dowding, P. R. Bird, G. P. Kendall and A. Johnson Randall.

LOOKING at the " Titan " standing
before me on n desk as I write, it
seems difficult to believe that so

much time and work has been spent on
this apparently so simple an assembly of
radio components.

One wants to hear the set in operation,
and to handle its dials, in order fully to
realise what an extraordinary instrument
it is. That it can give one a feeling that
there aren't enough parts and not enough
dials to enable remarkable results to be
obtained is proof that it is indeed an out-
standing production.

Work was started on the design of the
" Titan " a month or so before last Christ-
mas. We set ourselves out to evolve a set
that would be not only as good as
anything else, but would be so much
in the van that there would be no
chance of its being superseded for a
very long time.

A High Standard.
But this was by no means our

sole aim, indeed, it would he a hard
job to tabulate our ideals (which I 
believe we have attained in the
" Titan ") in order. However, I can
list them haphazardly as follows.
The " Titan " was to he :

I. So up-to-date that it would lead
the way for a very long time. This
is a general requirement which really
overlaps a large number of the others.

2, Very easy to operate (simple
wave -changing essential).

3. Inexpensive and simple to build.
4. Very compact and very power-

ful, and giving a very pure output,
and everything else the perfect set
should be and do.

A pretty high standard to aim at,
readers will agree, and they will also begin
to see why it has taken so long to achieve !
for I 'honestly think we have done so.

Experimenting for Weeks.
Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., and his assis-

tants were for weeks experimenting with
rough layouts, special coils, and so on
and during this intensive research most
yak -fable information was collected. And
one of the incidental results is that a

"TITAN'
T kgd

tuner unit, has been designed that is so good
that it has been adopted as a standard
component, and will appear in a large
number of " P.W." and " M.W." sets in the
future.

But this tuner is only one special feature
of the" Titan," and probably by no means
the most spectacular. That this remarkable
set has one -dial tuning. without ganging
or other complications,
and with no loss in
sensitivity, is a tech-
nical triumph on the.
part of the " P.W."
Research Department.

A ,screened -grid
valve for the H.F. stage

* *
The story of the production of this

remarkable new set.
f By G. V. DOWDING, Grad. I.E.E.

(Technical Editor.)

you go from the 2 L 0 to the 5 X X band,
or vice -versa. There is no coil changing
with the ' Titan."

Special Testing Plant.
A preliminary " hook-up " more or less

similar to the completed " Titan " was
achieved after a few weeks, and then
followed a series of comparative tests,
comparing the skeleton " Titan " with
certain of our best sets, in order to see at
which point there was real gain and where

more headway was needed.
Valve voltmeters and other such

instruments were used by Mr.
Kendall, and every section of the
set was examined as through a
microscope. And especially for the
" Titan,' an entirely new testing
plant was laid down. This con-
sisted of a unique control operating
at a distance a modulated wave -
meter. The effect of proper trans-
mitters providing carefully gradu-
ated field strengths was thus ob-
tained. Sometime this outfit will
have to be described in detail,
for it is a most interesting arrange-
ment.

Completing the final model of the " Titan " Three in the
" P.W." Research and Construction Dept.

was inevitable, but we were not going
to make it essential that a pentode should
he used. - The individual constructor can
use one if he likes, or he can,. on the other
hand, employ an ordinary valve. The
" Titan " is nothing if not accommodating !

The tuner to which I have - already
referred enables astonishingly simple wave -
changing to be incorporated. 'in the set,
and it is effective, too ; no sacrificing
selectivity on one band -or sensitivity
on the other, or both. You merely push in
or pull out the tiny panel switch, and over

Extraordinary Results.
But readers must not think

that the " Titan " tests were con-
fined to the laboratory. It is
possible to duplicate practically
every condition likely to he met
with, but it would not be fair
to " pass out " a set without
thoroughly putting it through its
paces under ordinary " house "
conditions.

Therefore, after the " Titan "
had been found completely satis-
factory in the " P.W." Research

Dept., and had passed every gruelling
test now laid down for'all "PAY.' produc-
tions, the  receiver was transferred to the
home aerial of one of the members of the
Technical staff.

For several weeks the " Titan " was
operated as an ordinary broadcast outfit,
although the results it gave were quite
extraordinary, for such a simple, compact
little instrument. Then it was tried on
other -aerials in other districts and then, at
last, it was considered to be ready for
anything !
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OF all the long -cherished ideals of the
wireless enthusiast, one of the most
difficult to achieve so far has been

that rosy dream-one-dial tuning in a
really powerful set. All sorts of schemes
have been evolved, using " gang " con-
densers, but they have all suffered more or
less from two serious drawbacks, i.e. cost
and the difficulty of making the preliminary
adjustments.

For this reason none of them have really
solved the problem, for they were not safe

which we confidently believe approaches
very close indeed to the complete realisation
of our ideal. The " Titan " Three is
definitely and truly a one -dial tuning set,
for it has only one tuned circuit in the whole
receiver, and there is no " ganging " of
controls whatever.

Outstanding Results.
Nevertheless, it has a high -efficiency H.F.

stage, with a screened -grid valve, which
gives tremendous power and sensitivity, and

= COMPONENTS.

1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. x i in. or -,36- in.
(Resiston, Becol, "Kay Ray," Trolite,
etc.).

= 1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 10 in.
= deep (Raymond, Artcraft, Lock,=
E Pickett, Cameo, Gilbert, Caxton, Bond,

etc.).
E 1 0005-mfd. variable condenser, slow== motion or with vernier dial (Lotus,

Igranic, J.B., Cyldon, Ormond. Bur-
ton, Lissen, Colvern, Utility, Bowyer-=

.- Lowe, Raymond, Peto-Scott, G.E.C.,
Pye, Marconiphone, Dubilier, etc.).

= 1 Micro condenser (Igranic in set. A
= panel -mounting neutrodyne condenser
E...

could be used provided it has a very
= smooth and gradual adjustment).= 1 L.T. switch (Lissen, Lotus, Benjamin,
E.- Igranie, Decko, Peto-Scott, Burne-

Jones, Wearite, etc.).=
= 1 L.T. switch of type used for wave-
=_ change switching (Lissen, Burne-

Jones, Lotus, Wearite, Decko, etc.).=
----- 1 " P.W." standard screen, 10 in. x
= 7 in. (Burne-Jones, Ready Radio,== Paroussi, etc.).

1 Titan coil unit (Burne-Jones, Par-
a' oussi, Ready Radio, Wearite, etc.).=
= 3 Sprung valve holders (W.B., Benja-

min, B.T.H., Lotus, Pye, Bowyer-
=
=

Lowe, Burndept, Ashley, Burton,
Burne-Jones, Wearite, Igranie, Mar-
coniphone Formo, Redfern, etc.).

1 L.F. transformer, low ratio (Lissen,
Brown, Ferranti, Philips, Marconi -
phone, Mullard, R.I.-Varley etc.)
H.F. choke (Note : this must be of
a good make with a high natural
wave -length. A few examples are :
R.I.-Varley, Leweos, Bowyer -Lowe,
Burne-Jones, Wearite. The require-
ments here are somewhat unusual).

1 Fixed condenser of '0002 mfd. (Dubi-
lier, T.C.C., Lissen, Mullard, Clarke,
Igranic, Goltone, Burne-Jones, etc.).

2 Fixed condensers of *0003 mfd.
2 Mansbridge type condensers of any

capacity from .2 to 1 mfd. (Lissen,
Dubilier, Mullard, Ferranti, Hydra,
T.C.C., etc.).

2 H.T. fuses (Burne-Jones or similar
type).

1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Dubilier,
Pye, Lissen, Igranic, Mullard, Edi-
swan, Marconiphone, etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in. x 4 in.
11 Terminals (Belling & Lee, Burton,

Eelex, Igranic, etc.).
Wire, screws, flex, G.B. plugs, etc.

things to recommend for the use of all
classes of home -constructors. They failed
just where they might have been most
valuable : they were unsuitable for the
comparative novice, who was really just
the man who wanted one -dial tuning most
of all. The reason, of course, was that they
required a considerable amount of skill to
make the first adjustment of the " ganging."

Here at last is a solution of the problem

a degree of selectivity you would never
believe possible with only one tuned circuit.

In results you will find that it will
administer a handsome beating to many a
four-valver of the older type. It is perfectly
stable, doesn't require neutralising, and is
very easy to operate. There are no coils to
be changed for different wave -lengths
(ordinary or long at the touch of a single
simple switch) and it is as easy to make

as the average three-
valver of the simplest

Real simplicity I Here you see the whole of the detector and L.F. circuits,
and it is obvious that they are no more elaborate than in the most elemen-

tary of sets.

" Det. and L.F." kind.
What does it cost to

make ? Well, this is
the best point of all.
Not merely does the
special one -dial feature
not increase the cost,
but it reduces it ! Actu-
ally, the "Titan" Three
costs less than the
great majority of sets
of the H.F., Det. and
L.F. type, and is just
about equal (in this
respect!) to a "three"
of the Det. and two
L.F. kind.

By this time the
reader will no doubt be
beginning to wonder
how it is all done, so
we had better go into
details a little and see

just what gives the set its remarkable
properties. First of all, about the one -dial
feature : this results from the use of a
special circuit for use with S.G. valves
which has only been developed of recent
months and is due in its present form to
Mr. Percy W. Harris.

Let us next take a look at the circuit
diagram and see just how the special
arrangements are made. You will see that
the H.F. valve is provided with what appears
on paper to be a perfectly standard tuned
grid circuit with a tapped loading coil and
wave -change switching. So far all is normal,
and it is only when we pass on to the
anode circuit of the H.F. valve that we see
the first really striking novelty

Extraordinary Simplicity.

Instead of the usual tuned anode, H.F.
transformer or parallel feed circuit you will
see that there is nothing at all here but a
simple H.F. choke. This may seem a little
strange until you remember that all the
S.G. type of valve needs to make it amplify
powerfully is a very high " impedance in
the atiode circuit. This a good modern H.F.
choke will provide, within certain practical
limits with which we need not trouble you.
The grid of the detector is connected to the
anode end of this choke through the usual
grid condenser, with leak down to filament,
and there you have the whole H.F. inter -
valve circuit complete. Simplicity itself !

2_1111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Literally months have been spent
by the Research and Construction
Department on the evolution of
the design of this remarkable new

receiver.

:7111111111111111111111111111t111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117.

Now you begin to see why the set is so
inexpensive to construct. The one -dial
tuning feature saves you the cost of one
complete tuned circuit, with its variable
condenser and coils, and the H.F. choke
mentioned is not an extra component, since
no choke is used in the detector anode circuit
in this set. The construction, too, is
obviously simplified here, but this is not
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the only point at which it is made easier for
you.

One of the main reasons why the " Titan "
Three is such an easy set to make you will

find in the special new wave -change coil
unit we have designed for this set. Now,
in most wave -change designs in the past
there have been a number of coils to mount
up, and quite a lot of wiring to do to
complete the tuned circuit, and so many
constructors have held back from such
designs and have missed their great
conveniences.

Now, however, all that is at an end, for
in the new " Titan " coil unit you have a
component which only requires a couple
of screws to fasten it down, and in which a

= Despite its extraordinary power
= and sensitivity the "Titan "Three is
E outstandingly inexpensive and
= simple in construction and

operation.

great deal of the wiring is done ready for
you. All that remains is to connect up the
terminals of the unit to the other com-
ponents and the job is done. Since the unit
is provided with terminals you do not even
need to solder these few leads.

The adoption of this coil unit is a measure
which we have long had in view, but much
experimental work was needed before we

could release it, for we wished to avoid as
far as was humanly possible the defects and
limitations of the other similar units which
have appeared on the market from time to
time in the last year or so.

The main difficulty in producing a really
good and efficient unit of this type is two-
fold ; first of all, it
must obviously be of
high efficiency in the
electrical sense, for there
is a great risk of losses
and undesired interac-
tion. Secondly, and this
is even more difficult
still, the unit must be a
universal one, capable
of use in all sorts of
different circuits and for
widely varying purposes

Difficulties Overcome.
This last is very

closely bound up with
the question of cost, for
if elaborate provisions
are made for different
circuit schemes the unit is apt to become
very expensive. Moreover, it is liable to
become so complicated that it will be awk-
ward to use and will frighten off the very
man who needs it most-namely, the
comparative novice in set building.

We have spent a lot
of time on this ques-
tion, and have finally
produced a unit which
we confidently believe
will go a very long way
towards meeting all
equirements perfectly.
it is highly efficient,
very simple, not at all
expensive, and yet will
cover an extraordinary
number of different pur-
poses ( watch future is-
sues and you will, see!).

Careful tests have
been made, and it has

been found that the electrical efficiency of
the combined unit
is quite up to the
standard of a normal
coil particularly
designed for any one
special purpose. If
losses are present in
the new unit they are
so small that we could
not detect them with
quite delicate tests,
and so they may
surely be regarded as
non-existent for any

-ordinary purpose.
A specification of the

unit has been circu-
lated to various manu-
facturers, and at least
four firms have made
up models which have
been tested and ap-
proved, so you need
not fear the slightest
difficulty in obtaining
one. Nor, again, need
you fear that if you
invest in one of these
units it will appear in
one set only and then

be forgotten. On the contrary, you will see
it included in a great number of designs
in the future, so that you can safely count
upon being able to use it over and over
again. For the benefit of those who may
like to have a shot at making up the unit
for themselves we shall publish a detailed
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description in an early issue, but space will
not permit it at this point. (In any case,
we imagine most constructors of the set
will prefer to purchase the unit and so save
themselves the rather tedious job of
winding, especially in view of its reason-
able cost.)

The New Coil.
Meanwhile, the following brief descrip-

tion will enable you to get a general idea
of the ,arrangement of the unit. The
ordinary broadcast waves are covered by a
coil unit wound in single layers on a large
diameter (4 -in.) Pirtoid or Paxolin tube.
This carries first of all a tuned secondary
coil, over this a' primary (aerial) coil with
tappings and a clip for varying the number
of turns in use to adjust selectivity and
suit different aerials, and so on.

Below' the lower edge of the secondary
is a reaction winding, which, by the way,
is not used in the present set but will be

(Continued on next page.)

The secret of the set is revealed in this view showing the at'. portion.
Note the new coil unit, the small reaction condenser, and the simple but

effective screening.
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BUILDING THE
" TITAN " THREE.

, I

(Continued from previous page.)

required in future ones. The long -wave
portion comprises a standard " P.W."
loading coil mounted up in a special manner
which is found to reduce interaction effects
to vanishing point, and on this there is
another flex wander lead for attachment
to the various tapping terminals (25, 60,
and 80) for controlling selectivity on long
waves. (No. 25 tap is the one for this set
in practically every case.)

Here you begin to get an idea of the simplicity of the
controls. The tuning dial is in the middle, to the left
are the knobs controlling reaction and wave -changing,

and to the right the on -off switch.

Round the upper edge of the 4 -in. tube
are 7 terminals, marked G, R2, R5, S, S,
A, and E, and these are wired' up very
simply in accordance with the wiring
diagram for any set, for their position has
been worked out very carefully to simplify
matters as much as possible.

Getting Reaction.
Now let us complete our survey of the

circuit. It might appear, remembering
that the intervalve coupling is an untuned
one, that it would be difficult to obtain
reaction in this circuit. However, the
difficulty has been overcome in a very
simple manner by taking reaction from the
anode of the H.F. valve through a very
small variable condenser back upon the
;Allied grid circuit.

For this purpose only a very small
reaction winding is needed, and the one
aCcallly used is the primary (aerial) coil,
which possesses certain important advan-
tages. An unexpected virtue of this
method of reaction is that it is almost
constant over the tuning range when
suitable voltages are applied to the H.F.
valve.

This naturally makes the set extra-
ordinarily easy to operate, for you will find
that the reaction will " stay put " over
considerable parts of the tuning range, so
that you can bring in station after station
merely by turning the tuning dial slowly.
As a matter of fact, the "Titan" Three
behaves in exactly the opposite way to an
ordinary receiver, because it requires least
reaction at the upper end of the dial, and
slightly more at the bottom.

Consequently, if you set it so that it
just doesn't oscillate at the tipper end of
the dial, you can run right down without
touching the reaction again, and bring in
quite a string of stations. Naturally, better
results still will be obtained by bringing up
the reaction a trifle at intervals as you go,

but this is only needed for the weaker
stations.

The rest of the -eircuit is very straight-
forward indeed. A metal screen partitions
off the H.F. part of the set, and on the other
side is the detector valve (ordinary grid
condenser and leak type) and the L.F.
valve, which builds the signals up to
proper strength for the loud speaker. This
last is of the ordinary transformer -coupled
type, and there is nothing to say here
beyond urging you to choose a really good
transformer. The set deserves one, for it
will give excellent quality.

Making a Start.
Now for some constructional details.

First of all, note that the screen is one of
our standard type, ready drilled for screwing
down, and provided with a row of perfora-
tions through which. the various leads are
passed. It is also supplied with several
small screws and nuts, which can be fixed
through the perforations at convenient
points and used for making the necessary
connections to the screen itself. You will
see, therefore, that using a screen makes
very little difference to the amount of work
involved in the set.

Next, about the coil unit. The im-
portant points here are to see that you put
it down in the right position according to
the diagram and photos, so that the spacing
to other parts is correct, and, further, to
get it the right way round, so that the
terminals come in the right places.

The wiring you will find very easy,
because everything is so well spaced out
and arranged for simplicity of connections.
With the aid of the photos you will be
able to make a good copy of the original
quite easily, and this is advised. The set
is not really critical, and is indeed far less
so than most sets of anything like equal
performance, but just a little care here will
be well repaid.

The remainder of the work is very simple,
and is just the usual job of panel drilling,
mounting components, and wiring up,
and you will need no further instructions
here.

E-LIM111111111111111111111111111111111ffillIffiffliff11111H111111111111111111-1

-2 Here at Last ! Real one -dial tuning= =
= without complication, expense or

difficult preliminary adjustments. f ---
E
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By the way, you will notice in the photo
at the foot of this page that the coil unit
whiCh we used was built up on a square
piece of wood, whereas the one which you
will obtain will have feet or other attach.
ments fixed direct to the tube, and no
wooden base.

The reason for the difference is this :
the unit you see in the photo is one of our
own models made up in the laboratory,
and is not a commercial version. Pro-
fessionally made ones are a little neater in
appearance, and have this different method
of mounting.

Economical to Run.
A feature of the set which will appeal to

, the constructor who aims at the best
results for a minimum outlay is that it is
essentially a 2 -volt outfit. The valves used
in all our tests were 2-volters, and our
estimate of the set's performance is based
entirely on the use of these valves. With
the types generally employed, too, the
actual current consumption was quite
low, being just under half an ampere with
most combinations, and as low as '4 amp.
in some. cases.

At this point we must leave you until
next week, when we shall be going into
operating matters and many other details
which space considerations compel us to
hold over.

This general view will show more clearly than any words of ours the remarkably straightforward and
easy nature of all the work in the " Titan " Three.
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FOR THESE
Are you one of the thousands

building these fine sets ? If you

are you will want an Exide Battery

-an Exide DFG, DMG or DHG

Battery. No other battery will give

you such economical service. For

no other battery gives so many

FINE SETS
effective burning hours per charge

in relation to first cost as either

of these famous batteries. So su-

perior is the service given by Exide

Batteries that the designers of sets

for home construction always re-

commend them wherever possible.

THE LONG LIFE BATTERY

FOR THE MULLARD

FOR THE (0
MELODY MA

THE D.F.G. SERIES
Note the perfection of detail
in these fine batteries. Note
the smoothly moulded lid
with terminal pillars actually
moulded in so acid cannot
creep past. Note also the
differently coloured and
differently shaped terminals
that leave no doubt which
is the positive and which
the negative even in the
dark. It is details as these
that have made them the
most popular batteries tctelay.

EXIDE

ER 3*

EXIDE

FOR

BATTERY
Type D.F.G., D.M.G. or D.H.G.

60 MYSTERY RECEIVER

HE Of RAM
SIC MAGNET

SIZES AND PRICES

Type DFG.
2 volt. 45 amp. hrs. Price 816
Price with metal carrier 91 -

Type DMG
2 volt. 70 amp. hrs. Price 11/ -

Type DHG.
2 volt too amp. hrs.

Price 146

FOR HIGH TENSION.
Use Exide WH Batteries, ca-
pacity s000 milliamp. hours.
Price 6/3 per 10 volt unit.

Obtainable from Exide Service Agents or any reputable dealer.
BATTERIES, CLIFTON JUNCT-ION, Nit. MANCHESTER.

London Sales & Service Depot: 215-229, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
FI
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"The Wireless World " recently tested a Ripaults 60 Volt Double Capacity
H.T. Battery.by a Cowinuogs average discharge cifitilA. and their test '
proved that it gives a Life of 475 Hours. (This test is further confirmation of the
figures we publish.)

In " Light on -the H.T. Battery,"a 24 Page Booklet, sent Free for -a 2d.
stamp, there is a complete list of the full range of -

RIPAULTS SELF.REGENERATIVE H.T. BATTERIES
and the Life of each is stated ; also, a " Right Choice" Table is given so
that you can select exactly the battery that your set needs to give of its
very best. Replace your present battery with a "Ripaults " and you will
be astounded at the enormous improvement in your set.

All the " Stars " in Radio can be heard with wonderful
purity and clarity because of the absolutely silent back-

- - ground when 'Ripaults H.T. Batteries are used.
Write for the 24 -page Booklet; it gives the secret of good. reception.'

The Best is Good-Ripaults is 50% Better.
STANDARD CAPACITY 60 volts, 10/6. 99 volts, 16 6
DOUBLE CAPACITY - 60 volt,, 15/61 90 volts, 22/6

sue. n TREBLE CAPACITY - 60 volts, 19/6. 90 volts, 29;6
Also supplied in Quadruple Capacity. Obtainable through

all Dealers.

RIPAULTS, LTD.

8/ Retail
Ratio 3 to 1.

also 25 10 1

r to

Slice of Baffle
20" >,

D.X.
WERE is the famous D.X.

Transformer which is setting
a standard in value for money
and is already known wherever
radio is heard of. A really first-
class piece of workmanship, con
scientiously made in accordance with

- modem scientific principles at a price
that places it within the reach of all.
Write to us for leaflets and particulars 01
this Transformer and give one a trial You
cannot fail to be delighted. Send for
par titulars of our new circuit, Ma D.X.3

D.X ('OILS LTP. Lr'NTION, E.N.

TO HOME CONSTRUCTORS !
Build the Peerless "Resonic 2"

Anyone can build this set in 60 minute.:. No drilling. .No soldering. All
Wires out and bent. JUST ASSEMBLE and then immediately enioy the radio
entertainmem which is 0° splendid tone and comes in at good loudspeaker
volume Circuit allows use of standard valves (I H.F. & I Power). Blue Print

and easily followed Dia-
rc gram of Connections in-

. eluded with every set.
Cabinet and full Kit sup-
plied in Carton

Regd. No. 456002
kirsanniostiamagarnassimmu4

E3.15.0
Obtainable from
all dealers or

THE BEDFORD ELEC-
TRICAL & RADIO CO.,
LTD., 22, Campbell Rd.,

BEDFORD.

Anna

ALL THE MOVING COIL
REFINEMENTS IN IT

THE "P.R." SPEAKER IS SUPERIOR IN TONE VOLUME
BECAUSE it is not hampered by " Cabinet " resonance. It is driven by a
delicate fully balanced armature unit that is hermetically sealed and
absolutely fool proof. The Cone is free to swing to the weakest impulse.
the Baffle clears the treble notes and brings out the rich double bass of the
organ. Fitted with a simple tonal adjustment that " stays put."
It is the most powerful reproducer on the market. Full strength from a
two -valve set ! It is simple, no extra H.T. or other gadgets reouired, just
connect it to your set, that is all.
SPECIFICATION.-Full balanced electro-magnetic armature and powerful
cobalt steel permanent magnets. The special fabric Cone is supported to
the baffle by a flexible non -resonant diaphragm the baffle itself being of
oak heavily reinforced by a special frame designed to prevent sympathetic
resonance. The whole is finished in highly french -polished natural oak, the
cone and surround being given a pleasing contrasting' metallic tint.

'Phone: Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.
City 3733 GUARANTEE.-Money refunded without question if not satisfied.

P.R. PRODUCTS, 17F, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4' POST FREE. PAY C.O.D. (3:- extra.)

SPEAKER
FOR ONLY

/9
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ANOTHER CONTROVERSY SETTLED.
THE agitated controversy between the

B.B.C. and the Press with regard to
the publication of the B.B.C.'s new

journal, The Listener," has now more
or less simmered down. A deputation of
the representatives of the newspapers
and the Master Printers interviewed the
Prime Minister recently, and, at the
Prime Minister's suggestion, the deputation
conferred with Sir John Reith, and points
of a possible agreement emerged as a result
of this Conference.

B.B.C. Contentions.
At a later meeting, a basis of agreement

was confirmed by both parties. It is
interesting to note, however, that the
B.B.C. contends that although the Royal
Charter granted to it contains comprehen-
sive powers in respect of publishing, these
powers have not been unfairly used, the
criterion being that the B.B.C.'s publications
are distinctly pertinent to the service of
broadcasting.

The B.B.C. states that it will recognise
and deal with a Committee to be established
representing the newspaper interests, etc.,
which met the Corporation, and it is also
prepared to discuss with the Committee
any new publishing proposals and to
consider representations by the Committee
concerning existing publications.

The B.B.C. further states that it is not
intended that " The Listener " should
contain more than 10 per cent original
contributed matter not related to broad-
casting. The rest of the paper will consist
of talks which are being broadcast, and
comments thereon. News relating to
broadcast programmes and programme
personalities, and news of the broadcast
service generally will also be included in
" The Listener."

Loopholes.
The B.B.C. has no intention of publishing

any further daily or weekly newspapers,
magazines or periodicals. It also has no
intention of publishing books or pamphlets
not pertinent to the service of- broadcasting.
And, further, the B.B.C. states that as an
evidence of its good will, it does not intend
to accept for " The Listener " more adver-
tisements than are necessary, with its other
revenue, to cover its total cost.

As a matter of fact, this agreement will
probably not remain in force very Iona,
should the B.B.C. care to take advantage
of the loopholes of the agreement.

For it is perfectly obvious that, although
the B.B.C. states it has no intention of
publishing books or pamphlets not pertinent

The air is cleared in regard to the
B.B.C.'s publishing activities-
A successful political broadcast

and how it was arranged.
By THE EDITOR.

to the service of broadcasting, there is a
very wide scope still left for the publication
of the books, pamphlets and periodicals
which are pertinent to the service of broad-
casting ; when you come to think of it
there is very little to -day which is not
pertinent to broadcasting and, furthermore,
although the B.B.C. states that The
Listener " will not contain more than 10
per cent original contributed matter not
relating to broadcasting, it is obvious
that it would be perfectly easy for any
competent editor to fill " The Listener "

part in the broadcast discussion would have
sat at a small table, each having his own
(or her own) microphone ; but in this latest
political broadcast, each broadcaster had a
small studio to himself while speaking.
The speakers, with their secretaries, as-
sembled in the drawing -room, or reception
room, at Savoy 1E11,, where they were
enabled to hear each other while waiting to
make their how before the microphone.

As the turn of each speaker came, he was
taken up to a studio on the first floor and,
when he had delivered his talk, was again
shown into the drawing -room before his
successor began broadcasting- This prob-
ably accounted for the slight pause between
each speech.

The discussion, on the whole, was very
successful, althotigh perhaps a touch of
formality was apt to make it become a
little monotonous. Nevertheless, this De -
rating broadcast showed the great

SEVEN SEAFARING S.O.S. SENDERS.

These wireless operators have all, during the course of their lives, seat out the dramatic S.G.S. call for
assistance. This photo was taken in a New York broadcasting station where the men appeared in a

radio play entitled Signing Off."

with matter very casually linked. with
broadcasting.

However, we make these suggestions in
no disparagement of the B.B.C.'s statement
of good will, but we feel, from the legal
point of view, that the agreement is cer-
tainly very one-sided and that, technically,
it affords many loopholes.

The De -rating Debate.
It was interesting to note that the B.B.C.

employed a new method in presenting the
Party political discussion on the De -rating
scheme which was broadcast the other day.
In the old way, the two speakers taking

potentialities of wireless broadcasting as a
political medium and, although it would
be injurious to the service of broadcasting
to have too many of these political dis-
cussions, there is no doubt that on important
occasions they make a very welcome and
interesting break from the regularity, if
not the monotony, of ordinary programmes.

Properly handled, broadcasting should
prove an invaluable medium for the
dissemination of proper information when
General Election time draws near, and we
hope that all parties will be allowed a fair
and unbiased opportunity of placing their
Party's views before the country.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

NEW LEWCOS COMPONENT.
"MOST circuits are arranged so that the

- grid of the rectifying valve is con-
nected to the low-tension positive

through the grid -leak resistance. When this
is done reaction is very sudden or floppy, and
the reaction control knob has to be moved
several degrees backwards before oscillation
ceases, with consequent loss in volume
or signal strength."

This is what the London Electric Wire
people say in a leaflet accompanying
their new Lewcos fixed potentiometer for
smooth reaction control. I, personally,
would only completely agree if the second
sentence had started with " sometimes "
or " in many eases." However, it is
undoubtedly a fact that one frequently
has to resort -to a potentiometer in order
to achieve smooth reaction and, especially.
in short -wavers, in order to eliminate
threshold howl.

By using a potentiometer one can take
the grid to anywhere between plus and
minus L.T. Reading again from the
Lewcos leaflet : The Lewcos fixed po-
tentiometer consists of a high -resistance
winding connected between L.T. + and -,
and the grid is taken to the tapping point
which has been carefully selected as the
result of a considerable amount of experi-
mental research work, and is suitable for
all types and voltages of valves.

"The accurate setting of the potentiometer
will be appreciated by all users. The device
includes a large by-pass condenser between
L.T. - and the potentiometer tapping,

The " Lewcos " Fixed Potentiometer.

also grid -leak clips, so that if the grid leak
of an existing receiver is connected across
the grid condenser, all that is necessary is
to remove the grid leak from its present
position, insert it in the clips of the fixed
potentiometer, and make the other simple
connections to the receiver wiring as
shown in the diagram."

The resishneeof the potentiometer is
600 ohms, and the bypass condenser has

a capacity of .0015 mfd. YOU will see from
the above that the Lewcos potentiometer has
a tapping point, instead of the usual slider
or series of tappings taken to switch studs.
Of course, that point cannot be absolutely
the best one for every -conceivable circuit ;
but from a series of tests we have given
the ,device, it would seem to be the best
one for the majority of circuits; and not
far from perfection for the remainder. '

The London Electric Wire people have
said, as you will see 'above, that the
position of the tapping point is the
result of a considerable amount of ex-
perimental research, and I would add to

Two Quest Radio "Puritors."

this that it has been devoted to a good
end. The device is very small, its actual
dimensions being q in. by 1 in. by in.
There should be room for it in the most
compact of sets, and there must be a large
number which would benefit by its addition.
This most novel arrangement is a little
more than a mere refinement, for it would
undoubtedly add to the power and distance -
getting qualities of most receivers.

FROM QUEST RADIO.
The grid -bias battery is always an

awkward item to dispose of. Sometimes
room can be found for it on the baseboard,
but at other times it is necessary to fix it
in the back of the cabinet. An attractive
alternative is made possible by the use of
the new Quest Radio panel brackets. These
are sold in pairs at 2s. 6d. per pair. One
of the brackets is provided with clips in
which a grid -bias battery can be fixed
edgewise. The brackets are made of steel
and are both light and strong.

The Quest Radio people have also
produced a resistance having a value of
20,000 ohms which they style the " Puritor."
It is wire wound and is specially designed
for use in anti -motor -boating arrangements.
There is Undoubtedly a demand for a cheap
wire -wound resistance for this purpose, and
it is at hand in the Puritor at 3s. 6d.

STEPHENS' VEGETABLE GLUE.
Henry C. Stephens, Ltd., of Stephens'

Ink fame, have produced a glue which has

no smell and is a clear, practically colour-
less liquid, particularly suitable for use in
the construction of loud -speaker cones.
One of the glue's chief advantages is that
it will not discolour white or light-coloured
papers.

There are, of course, other jobs for which
glue is required in the construction and
assembly of radio accessories and sets,
and for these Stephens' Vegetable Glue
deserves consideration, as it is cleanly to
apply and tenacious. It is retailed in tubes

Isiailiassiiiiinasainalmainamaniaalanilimiimmas;

 Traders and manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, components and
accessories to the " P.W." Technical

g Department for test. All tests are =:-.

:=. carried out with strict impartiality,
under the personal supervision of the
Technical Editor, and readers are asked
to note that this weekly feature is in-

 tended as a reliable and unbiased guide
E as to what to buy and what to avoid. El:

at 9d., 6d.. and 2d. per tube, and can be
obtained from all stationers. Besides its
radio uses it has, of course, multifarious
applications in the household.

TRIOTRON FOUR -POLE SPEAKER UNIT.
The European countries certainly know

how to make loud -speaker units. For
instance, the Triotron four -pole double -
balanced cone unit is an excellent product.
It is a heavy article, solidly made, the
" works " being concentrated at the poles
of a massive horse -shoe magnet. There is
an adjustment at the back of the unit.

On the projectina spindle there are two
small cones of metal separated by felt, and
it is an easy matter to mount a cone dia-
phragm between these by means of the
small nuts provided.

The unit is sent out mounted on a small
piece of rough wood and this and the special
box made for it ensures its safe travelling.
The unit gave fine results. Its response
is free and bright, and its bass creditable.
Used in any of the cone constructions
recently described in " P.W." the results
should prove most pleasing. The majority
of the cone speaker cradles now obtainable
will take a Triotron unit.

The Triotron Loud -Speaker Unit.
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The No. 3 S.L.F. Con-
denser-the natural pro-
duct of progress and
scientific improvement.
Encourages selectivity -
creates satisfaction. True
readings throughout the
entire scale ensured.
Stations spread evenly over the dial.

Complete with 4 -inch Knob and Dial
'00025 5/6 *00035 - 5/9 '0005 - 6:_

Also fitted with 4 -inch Friction Control Dial
(Direct Drive and Slow Motion, Ratio 55-I)

'00025 - 1 1 /6 '00035 - 1 1 /9 '0005 - 12/ -
Another famous Ormond Product-Slow Motion
Dual Indicator Dial. Simplifies control. Ideal
ratio 16-1. Makes possible very accurate searching
and tuning. Clear marking ensures precise read-
ings. Useful also as an anti -capacity earthing shield.

Black Dial, Silver Marking 5/ -
Silver Dial, Black Marking - 5)-

0E41,,

The ORMOND ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.,
199-205, Pentonville Road, King's Cross, London, N.1
Phone : Clerkenwell 9344-6. Grams : "Ormondengi. Kincross'
Factories : Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.I
Continental Agents : Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., "Phonon House,"
2 and 4, Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1

Ormond Components are
undoubtedly leaders of the
Radio Industry. Not only
for quality and value but for
sheer efficiency the name
"Ormond" stands supreme.
The keenest enthusiasts in-
sist on Ormond Components
for every circuit. Be wise
and use Ormond on every
occasion.

on request
Write for list of Or-
mond Components ;
No obligation;
description leaflets

gladly supplied.
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ADIOTORIAL
ii.11 Editorial Communications to be addressed
to - the Editor, POPULAR WTRELESS,
Tallis House, Tullis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. 2 lie Editor cannot accept responaibifity
for manuscripts and photos. Every rare will be taken to
return MSS. not accepted!" for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to beaddressed to the Sole Agents. Messrs. loran

Life, Ltd., 4, LUdgate Circus. London, E.C.4.The constructional articles which appear fromtime to time in this journal are the outcome of
research and experimental work carried out with
a view to improving the technique of wireless

receivers. As much of the information given in the
columns of this.paper concerns the most recent develop.
fiesta in the radio world, some of the arrangements and
specialities described may be the subject of Letters
Patent, and the amateur and the trader would be 'well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

TESTING WITH 'PHONES AND DRY CELL.
"FAULT FINDER" (South Africa).-" What

is the correct method of testing a circuit with
a pair of telephones and a dry cell ? "

Defects in the wiring of a receiver, or those arising
from faulty components, may often be detected by a
very simple series of tests with a pair of 'phones and
a dry cell. One tag of the 'phone should be connected
to one terminal of the dry cell, and two flex leads
should be connected, one to the remaining 'phone tag
and the other to the remaining terminal of the dry
cell (a flash-lainp battery is quite satisfactory).

These two flex leads, if now touched lightly to-
gether, will produce a strong double click in the

'phones-one click when they make contact with
each other, and another when they are separated again.
They may Outs be used for testing for continuity in
leads, etc., since the loud double click is ample evi-
dence that everything is satisfactory.

A fault in a coil holder, for instance, such as a break
between the terminal and the plug or socket -to which
it is connected, may now easily be detected, since if
one flex lead is connect -eel to the terminal and the
other to the side of the holder to which the terminal
should make connection, absence of the double -click
is positive evidence that the component is faulty.

On the other hand, if one of the flex leads is con-
nected to the socket of an " empty " coil holder and
the other to the plug, if a double click is heard, there
is a short-circuit across the holder.

Similar tests may be made with valve holders, both
for testing for a connection between each terminal
and its socket, and for testing for shott-circuits
between the sockets.

Variable condensers also may be tested by this
method, a short circuit between the plates giving
rise to the usual double click, which should not be
present in the usual way.

It is, of course, essential to see that all leads are
removed from the components under test,, and also
that no coils are in position in the coil -sockets when
these ate -tested.

Complete circuits may be tested in this manner. For
example, if the AIT.C. is in. parallel with <the
in a simple tuned 'aerial circuit; one flex lead placed
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1:1V.' TECHNICAL

QUERY DEPARTMENT
f4. Is Your Set " Going Good " ?
= Perhaps some mysterious noise has

appeared, and is spoiling your radio
 reception ?- Or ono of the batteries
72 scorns to run down much faster than
 formerly ?-Or you want a Blue Print ?
F. Whatever your radio problem may be.
 remember that the Technical Query
 Department is thoroughly equipped

to assist our readers, and offers an
unrivalled service.
Pull details, including scale of charges,

= can be obtained direct from the Tech=
nical Query Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS,

F. The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street.
 London, E.C.4.

51111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ht

 A postcard will do : On receipt of this an
 Application Form will be sent to you

free and post free immediately. This
application will place you -under no
obligation whatever, but having the

 form you will know exactly what in-
formation we require to have before us
in order to solve your problems.

on the aerial terminal and the other on the earth
terminal will give a certain test for continuity be-
tween these points.

 It will be seen from the foregoing that this method
may be extended to tests for almost any component
or circuit,

(Continued on page 1118.)

EVERYONE
likes good banjo playing, it's a human mixture of music

and mirth. But there's art in it ; it_ needs such reproduction as the
Marconiphone " Universal " Transformer to make sure yon get just the
expert's lightness on the strings, the clear decision that sounds as if he
twanged " de ole banjo " in the chair beside you.
The test of a transformer is in its handling of these unusual notes.
Marconiphone Universal transformers are definitely the most efficient at
their price, and in correct conditions approximate closely to a " level
amplification curve. Windings are rendered immune from moisture and
climatic change and the high quality
iron and generous cross section
preclude saturation of the core. Two
ratios are available, 27 to i and
4 to i. Price (either type), I6/-.-
"POPUL AR" TRANSFORMER.
An inexpensive but efficient little
instrument suitable for small receivers
or portable sets.

THE MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD.,
210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
Showrooms : 210-212, Tottenham Court Road,
W.1, and Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2

MARCONIPHONE
TRANSFORMERS
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Valvesfor
One

The price you pay for an ex-
pensive valve will buy two
Cleartrons.

Cleartron Valves are in-
expensive because nowadays
there is no reason why any
valve should be dear.
Have Cleartrons tested against
any other make you know.
You will need no greater
proof of their pure reception,
signal strength and sensitivity.
Every valve is guaranteed to
give you the fullest satisfaction.
No Cleartron leaves the
factory unless it has passed
seventeen efficiency tests.

If Cleartron Valves are
not readily obtainable, order
direct. A postcard will bring
you our new brochure de-
scribing two- four- and six -
volt types for all purposes in
wireless.

gEARTRON
V

London: Fetter House, 5455, Fetter Lane, E.C.4
'Phone: Central 8C63.

CLEARTRON (1927) Ltd., 21, Cumberland St., BIRMINGHAM

/ / / / / / / / / // / / / / / / / / / / / /

A itaippg,, Nollrectgerg,
Spare -Time
Business

for YO

it

Here is your chance to become a
Master Man in a Spare -Time Busi-
ness which is expanding enormously;
one which is competing successfully
against large combines.
just sit down and think over this
carefully. Our enormously successful
Patents .arc in great demand every-
where. They have become tremend-
ously popular, and as the Wireless and
Electrical Business extends, which it
will do and is doing to an unthinkable
degree, this demand will increase
proportionately. We will Licence you
to manufacture our articles under our
own Patent Rights, so that you can
participate in the Big Profits.

No Plattf Needed.
No special knowledge or skill is needed and
you will find no difficulty about the manu-
facture. With our new and improved process
no expensive " plant " or machinery of any
kind is required, and, even though you have
not the slightest knowledge of Electricity or
Wireless, you can commence to turn your
spare hours into GOLDEN Hours! There
is no drudgery. Indeed the work is so simple and easy  that you
require no special accommodation-the kitchen or any spare room can
be your workroom-and the whole of the family, including the children,
can help you. The work is of fascinating interest and your profit is
only limited by the amount of time you have to spare.

r

We positively Guarantee
your profits. Only a limited
number of persons are al-
lowed to manufacture. There
is not the slightest chance of
your market being over-
crowded. If necessary we
will purchase all your stocks
-a fact which assures that
you make PROFIT whatever
may be the peculiarities of

your own case!

Earn up :to I4120 aYedr
,Soo a year EXTRA can easily be yours. New vistas will open out lo
you. It will smooth the way to success and enable you to be independent
of employers and industrial upheavals. All those luxuries and necessities
you have long desired will be yours! Let us hear from you NOW !
You are not asked to attempt to revive a " dud " industry but are
offered a Novel and Live Business-a growing business ! Somebody is
going to make a BIG PROFIT in your district and that somebody can
be YOU ! ! Send the coupon AT ONCE and full free particulars will be
forwarded. Any questions you ask will be answered fully. We have
nothing to hide-no expensive " plant " to sell you. This is a Plain,
STRAIGHTFORWARD, MONEY -MAKING Proposition, one that has
been Established a Decade ! As man to man, can you afford to let it pass by?

end ifivas Coupon. Now."
_.1164!"10,----100

To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,
The England -Richards Co., Ltd.,

1113, Kings Lynn, Norfolk.
Sir-Please send me at once, and FREE, full details as
to how I can Make Money at Home in my spare time.
I enclose 2d. stamp for postage.
Print your name and address boldly in capital letters on a plain
shed of paper and pin this Coupon to it.

" Popular Wireless," Feb. 2nd, 1929.
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RADIOTORIAIJ
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 1116)

A HYDROMETER QUERY.
F. J. D. (" Mediterranean).-" I

am interested in how the hydrometer works.
What is the compeisition 'of the coloured balls
used in the hydrometer, 'and also what is the
effect of the sulphuric acid on the same ? "

The working principle 'of the hydrometer does not
depend. upon the eohm6Sitien of the coloured balls
as these are merely hollow receptacles, coloured for the
purpose of easy identification. They can be weighted
with lead or With any other convenient substance. the
most important thing about. them, being that some
(say, the red) are heavier for their size than others
(say, the white).

When they are immersed in the acid no change
goes on inside the coloured ball. or is caused by the
coloured ball, but what happens is this : The acid or
&etiolate of the accunudatoi is constantly undergoing
certain chemical changes whiehtake place in it, directly
the accumulator is either charged or discharged.

Tim effect of these chemical changes. is to make
the sulphuric hcid of which the electrolyte consists,
either stronger or weaker. Taking advantage of this
fact, the coloured balls in the hydrometer are of such
a size and such a weight. thatr When the accumulator
is newly charged even the heaviest of the three balls
in the hydrometer will float to'the Gm of the. liquid.
But when the accumulator is run down a little the
chemical change in the acid results in this acid
becoming weaker.

As the weight and size of the coloured hatchets not
been altered the tendency is for one of the - balls-
the heal-lost-to-sink to the bottom of the acid. If
the accumulator be now recharged the arid will be
strengthened, and consequently the ball will rise to
the Surface again.

If, however. the accumulator is still further dis-
charged, not only the heaviest oLthh.coloured balls
will sink to the bottom. but the medium one also
will find that the acid in which it is floating is not
so heavy as itself, and consequently will sink to the
bottom of it. Finally, when the accumulator needs
recharging,. the chemical action of the electrolyte
will have' advanced to a point where even the lightest
of the three balls is heavier -than the liquid; and
consequently this ball, too. sinks to the bottom,
thus indicating that recharging is required.

It will thus be seen that the actual composition
of the little " beads," or coloured balls, is not impor-
tant, but what matters is their weight relative to
size. This is fixed at the factory in such propor-
tions that, by sinking in turn, they tell what the
condition of the electrolyte is ; in other words,
whether the battery wants recharging or .not. _-

SHORTING OUT A CONDENSER.
M. G. A. (Harpenden, Herts).-" Will an

ordinary on -off switch of the push-pull type
do 'for shorting out a condenser, which is
Wanted- in connection with a short-wave
tuning stunt 1"

Such an on -off switch is quite O.K. provided that
it is of good make with contacts that are strong and -
firm in action. Before installing it examine the
switch and make sure that there is a really good,

 A Wonderful Shillingsworth !

The FEBRUARY ISSUE of 2

MODERN WIRELESS
-

E is NOW ON SALE, containing the
= cream of the month's radio reading
E Britain's Leading Wireless Magazine. T. -

 SECURE YOUR COPY NOW. F--
;t7innunninnuninudidninnininiuddiudinandnininn0

strong contact when the switch is in the on position,
and if necessary dissemble the switch a little in order
that the contact spring may be strengthened -by
pressure. . Generally a Switch of this type is perfectly
satisfactory provided the spring is not loose or slack.

A BATTERY -SWITCHING QUESTION.
D. J. (Chesterfield).-" I use high-tension

batteries to supply my anode circuits, and I
have found that the maintenance of these
is a pretty costly item. One thing I have
wondered about is switching them off. I
have an ordinary on -off switch for the low
tension, but nothing for the high tension.

Upon enquiry I was -told that the switching
off of the low tension- automatically cuts off
the_ high tension as well, but is this so ? "

In effect this. is perfectly correct, but there are
one or two little points to watch which may be the
cause of your batteries costing more. than necessary.

IF you examine a diagram of the circuit you will
find that the high-tension negative is connected to
the filaments of the valves and to various other
points, Whilst the high-tension positive is connected
to the plates of the valves. The reason that the
low-tension switch acts as a make -and -break for the
high tension is that When the switch is at the ".on "
position the valve becomes in effect a high resistance,
allowing a certain amountof current to flow through
it from the high-tension battery. This only happens
when the filament is glowing, and if the L.T. switch
is placed in the " off ' position the resistance of the
valve increases -to such an enormous extent that it
becomes an insulator; and no current can flow that
tray. (Note the words "that way.")

If there are any other ways for the current to
flow it will certainly do so, and this will " eat np "
your high-tension supply, and should be stopped by
inserting a switch in the high-tension negative lead,
as well as in the low-tension negative lead. Some-
times where long leads to the loud speaker are used
it happens that these in time get worn and come in
contact with the earth or any earthed object.

As the earth wire is connected to ILT. negative
it will be obvious that such a -connection will provide
a path via the earth (probably through a high
resistance, but nevertheless a path through which
current will flow and " run down " the battery). It is
for this reason that all the' insulation of the high-
tension leads should be good. For instance, if there
is a conductive deposit upon your valve holder,
between the plate.ancI filament terminals, a certain
amount of current will flow across between these two,
even when the valve is switched off. If, however,
good. insulation exists, the filament switch auto-
matically becoines an efficient high-tension switch
as well.

CUTTING OUT THE LOCAL.
0. M. A. (nr. Newcastle).-" I have had the

set for over' two years and am absolutely
satisfied With it, except for one thing. You
will see from the photograph enclosed that it is
a good-looking set, and though it uses the old-
fashioned plug -and -socket type of coil which

(Continued op, page 1120.) .

Pentode (5 Electrode) Valves for 2 and
4 Volts.

Give greater volume whilst dispensing with
one stage of L.F. and can, be used with any
type of loudspeaker.
The " priming grid " which is connected to a
small terminal on the caps of the valve
should be joined directly to a tapping on the
high tension supply at 100-150 volts. Suit-
able grid bias values are 6-12 volts depending
on the anode voltage in use.

PRICE :-25/- each.
5E. 225

SPECIFICATION
Filament Volts ... 2
Filament Current 0.25 amp.
Max. Anode Vo'ts 150
Priming Grid Volts 100-150
Amplification Factor 80

Impedance 66,000 ohms.
Slope ... 1.2 mak.

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC
CO., LTD., 123/5, Queen Victoria

Street, London, E.C,4,

5E. 415
SPECIFICATION

Filament Volts .. 4
Filament Current 0.15 amp,
Max. Anode Volts 150
Priming Grid Vo is 100-150
Amplification Factor 50

'

Impedance 27,000 olims
Slope 1.8 ma/o.

ED
PENTODES
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In Praise of POWQUIP !
Unsolicited
"I have found your
STANDARD Trans-
former so distinctly
superior to any other
make on the market,
without regard to
Price, that it seems
impossible that a
better article can be
produced."

POWQUIP
STANDARD

Model

Testimonials
" Regarding Powqutp
Transformers, I have
one that has been in
use every day for over
two and a half years,
and is still giving
every satisfaction. All
my friends congratu-
late me on the purity
of reproduction."

Above we give just two extracts from recent testimonials
received from delighted users of POWQUIP Trans-
formers. The originals of these and many others can
be seen at our offices: The POWQUIP Standard
Transformer was one of the first in the field. Original
modrli are still giving perfect service. Recently re-
designed-amplification and tone have benefited by
25%. Full particulars on request.

roW01.1 P
TRANSI-i'0
For Pedigree & Performance
The POWER EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,
Kingsbury Works, The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9

GOLDEN SERIES
ALCCIESSOrtIES -

WHOLESALERS WRITE FOR LISTS. GOOD PROFITS
TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED 1./.. eachDisplay- 1303ces2 d. each

INDICATING
TERMINALS
Push & Pull SWITCHES
PLUGS & SOCKETS
FORK TERMINALS, etc.

ALL BRITISH MADE
S. LILLEY & SON, LTD., 80, Alcester St., BIRMINGHAM

2111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H1111111111111111111=

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Whole Page £40 Quarter Page £10
Half Page £20 Eighth Page £5
Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30/ -
Minimum Space accepted - - - - half inch 151 -
NO SERIE- DISCOUNTS. ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUB-
JECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN
HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL communications respectin. advertisinm must he made to :-

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
'Phone : CITY 7261.
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Tile
Seal of

Quality.
SIFAM have introduced their latest triumph,

that is more than worthy of the wonderful
traditions of the famous Sifam Radio Meters-
the standard of the Radio World. In the
Sifam " Hevicore" Transformer the listening
public has, at last, a transformer that achieves
every perfection of performance associated with
none but the finest transformers on the market, yet
the vast Sifam organisation is able to produce
this instrument at a price that is nothing short
of amazing. Silam's research engineers, with
their world-wide resources, set out to produce
a transformer that in every way would embody
the latest discoveries of scientific radio.' They
carried out test after test ; rejected design after
design, UNTIL . . . . the model they are
now placing on the market is their final word.
Every minute detail of manufacture and design has been
carried out with a scrupulous care and endeavour to
attain a standard of perfection that has made the
" Hevicore," with its wonderfully low price, the trans-
former of the day.

The Sifam " Hevicore" incorporates a particularly
heavily constructed core, that our research engineers
have discovered renders the super performance and
action of this transformer still more capable of with-
standing the heaviest demands PRICE
of present-day radio. Can be
sabplied in 3-1 ratio models, it 716
by post direct or ask your dealer
to obtain.

THE SIFAIN ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD. (Dept. P.W.),
BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH.

Ay. . 1Vi5air.a, Yolpelvt,, J, 0,-
rfj, Sett, zeutasui, A /tr./druid, Caicutta, etc., etc.

"HEVICORE"
L.F. TRANSFORMER

Radio's Final Word "
M.B mag;rr
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Finished in black or beauti-
fully grained mahogany.

neat-
aceufate and
inexpensive
Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive .gives very accurate tuning,
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest radio
dealer.

BROWNI
" DOMINION " VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.
MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.l

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 1118.)

was then in vogue, it seems very efficient,
bringing in a large number of foreign stations
as well as the local.

" This latter is very powerful indeed, of course,
but that is partly the trouble. I have lately
acquired a taste for the long-distance stations,
and am having a great deal of trouble to cut
out 5 N 0. At first I used to think this was
an advantage, because there are about twenty
degrees on the dial where this station is very
strong, but now I wish that I could cut it out
a bit.

" Amongst the suggestions made by my
friends several favour the idea of shortening
the aerial, which is a particularly long and
efficient one. As I went to a good deal of
trouble in erecting it, and as I put down a great
deal of my good results to it, I am very
reluctant to do this, so can you suggest any
other method for reducing the interference
from the local station so that I can get more
foreigners ? "

There are several methods of doing -this, one of the
best being a simple form of wave -trap timed to cut
out 5 N 0. Details of a suitable trap have frequently
been given in these columns. but if you do not wish
to go to the expense of constructing a wave -trap,
there is another simple method of reducing the inter-
ference on a set like yours.

we notice from the photograph that your aerial
lead is connected direct to one end of the grid coil.
This is a very non -selective arrangement and we
advise you to try inductive coupling, by the addition
of another coil holder similar to the pair you already
have. The idea is that instead of joining the aerial
lead to the same coil which is connected to, the grid
leak and condenser and to the tuning condenser (i.e.
the grid coil), you should take the aerial away -from
this coil altogether and join it to a separate coil,
which is placed close to the grid coil.

You could either use a three -coil holder similar
to the present two -coil holder, or you can have an
additional single coil holder mounted about one and
a half or two inches away from your present aerial

coil. In any case, the wiring will be very simple to
alter, the reaction coil connections remaining as at
present, the grid coil connections remaining the same
except for the fact that ,the aerial lead is taken
from there, and finally one end of the new coil is
connected to earth and to the filament, etc., whilst
its other end goes to the aeritillead-in.

You will find that by plugging in .various sizes of
coil you will get various degrees of selectivity In the
aerial circuit, the smaller the coil the greater the
selectivity obtained. This method of using an extra
coil holder is a very good one if you have a large
number of plug-in coils and can vary the degree of
selectivity by this Means quite easily, or if you use
variable coupling for the aerial coil, though both
these methods have the disadvdiatage that they will
throw out the tuning a little.

The addition of a wave -trap would give sharper
selectivity'. (far.more than by the previous method),
and would have the further advantage that it makes
very little difference to the tuning.

A FILAMENT CALCULATION.
C. P. (Cannock; Staffs).-," How is it possible

to tell the resistance in ohms of a valve filament
without actually measuring instruments ? "

The resistance of any valve filament can be
calculated in a moment from the figures given -by
the valve -makers. All that is necessary is the well-
known application of Ohm's Law, i.e.

voltage
Resistance

current ,

Examination of the valve -makers' chart will show that
both the voltage required and the current taken by
the filament are given, so that it is only necessary
to divide the latter into the former to ascertain what
is the resistance of any particular filament.

If, for instance, we have a valve which is rated
to take 6 volts on the filament and consume -25 of
an ampere, the actual resistance of its filament is
given by dividing :25 into 6, i.e. 24 ohms. Similarly,
if the  valve whose filament resistance we wish to
determine requires a 2 -volt accumulator and has a
current consumption of .1 amp. the resistance of its
filament will be given by dividing the .1 into 2, thh
answer being in this case 20 ohms.

A CURE FOR MOTOR -BOATING. -
C. C. (Nuneaton, Warwickshire).-" When

the set was working with batteries it seemed
to be quite O.K., but when it was put on to

(Continued on page 1122.)

RADIO

KEEP AN EYE
ON THE
PULSE OF I
YOUR SET

PRICE 1 016 EACH

Fit a " Bulgin " Milliammeter
0/15 or 20 m.a. and do not be
put off with cheap Continental
substitutes. Our instruments
are finished with a dead Black
rim and accurate movements,
and the Silver Dial engraved
with the name " Bulgin," your
guarantee for a whole year.

A " Bulgin " Miniature Milliammeter in the Plate
Circuit of your last valve will show any distortion or
oscillation present-whether your High and Low
Tension is up to the mark, and the correct grid bias.
In fact, after using one you will wonder how you
ever managed without it.
t SEND FOR OUR LATEST 56 -PAGE CATALOGUE.

9, 10, 11, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane,
LONDON, E.C.4.
'Phone: HOLBORN 2072.

GRADUAL PAYMENT
on all Wireless and Gramophone Goods

Why wait-take advantage of our scheme of
gradual payments. You can have gramophone
or wireless goods to the value of £5 or over
without financial worry or embarrassment.

AN EXAMPLE.

15 worth of
ifi

goodsgi

DEPOSIT OF

20/ -
and 9/- per month

for to months.

COSSOR MELODY KITS.
£7 : 15 :0 Cash, or 31/- deposit
and 12/5 per month for so
months.

MAGNAVOX MOVING
COIL SPEAKER.

£8 : 5 : 0 Cash, or 33/- deposit
and 13/3 per month for to
months.
ANY GRAMOPHONE, 'WIRELESS
SET, SPEAKER, RECORDS OR
COMPONENTS SUPPLIED ON THE

SAME TERMS.

Please write for full details.

ili;Nl' I ' 11"ttior e, es t/111/, o\\\.\, s
N

,}ii111!Iii

7

(THE BE/T IN THE WE/T)
19 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDONAV.C.2.
%tetkene: (2 err,, 092teati 0.9a Jitcpams giti,,,.1n,l,end. tombs
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-AND THE CHEAPEST
WAY, TOO,

guaranteeing utmost satisfaction.
Just look at the prices below-made
possible by reason of the biggest valve
output in the world. Radio without
Dario can never be radio at its best.
SUPERLATIVE FINISH LOWEST CONSUMPTION

TWO VOLTS.
General Purpose,
05 amp.

R.C.C.. '06 suit+.
Super -Power,
18 amp. . . 7/6
Super H.F. & R.C.C.,
18 amp. . . 7/6'
Pentodion
15 amp. . . 21/ -

5/6
5/6

FOUR VOLTS.
General Purpose,
05 amp 5/6R.C.C., '07 atop. 56

Super -Power.
1 amp. . . 7/6
Super H.F. & R.C.C.,
'1 amp. . . 7/6
Pent od ion,
15 amp. . . 2 1/ -

From your dealer or direct:

IMPEX ELECTRICAL, LTD.
(Dept. Ii),

538,
High Road,

Leytonstone,
E.11.

tMwootammtgagogiA

Lotus Dual Wave
15/-, 16/6,
21/,

Lotus Buoyancy Ant I-
X icrophonic Valve

Hotdcr, 1/3 to 1/9.

9,

Lotus 1", riuble Gowdelt5,,,
fl,n2 5/ -

IN EVERY
SET YOU
BUILD OR

BUY
INSIST ON

MVO'S
COMPONENTS
From all radio dealers

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Liverpool
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a
RADIOLA
is the ideal. Wireless Cabinet you have
always wanted to put the finishing touch
to your set. It's. a. Writ) ig Bureau,

-Wireless, C`a.binet, Gramophone Storage
Cabinet, and a beautiful article of tura;
tore, too Think- of the delight it will
give you and 'your friends I Then re-
member you eanhave it on seven days'
free trial, carr. paid to your home. In
Polished oak or mahogany, sold at
makers' price because we ore the

makers. Write for Illustra-
ted lists of all modols from A AP/ IN

PICialreS
Wireless Cabinets

P.W. WORKS, BEXLEYNEATIL
Nr. LONDON.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 1120.)

the mains this regular loud, strong, ticking
noise started, and nothing that I have been
able to do can. stop it. I am told that this is
motor -boating, and' that there is a method of
putting in a resistance which will stop it.

" As you will see from the sketch enclosed
the detector valve plate -circuit at present gobs

. .
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- Did you Get Your Copy
of the

February tr:

...--

Wireless . Constructor?
-_--.=

-1-= Containing full details of= - E
.,----- The `,`Pentwin"==
= a remarkable two-valver using

the newnew Pentode Valves.

Now on Sale. Price 6d. -E-
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to a reaction coil and to one end of an H.F.
Choke, and the other side of this goes to H.T.
positive 1, and to the second valve, etc.
Where shall I put the resistance in, and what
value should it be "

A resistance of about 20,000 ohms generally seems ter
suit this purpose.nicely, and in conjunction with this
you will require a fixed condenser of good quality,
a suitable value to use being I mfd. The method ot
jelling, these in circuit is as follows.

Leave the connection from the detector valve's plate
to the reaction coil as it is, and also that from the

high -frequency choke to the plate. Disconnect the
other side -of the choke from the H.T. 'positive lead.-:
but leave all the other connections on the H.T.1/4
positive lead as formerly, so that the H.T. supply to.
other valves is not interfered with.

Between the H.T. positive lead and the choke
terminal, which is now vacant, insert the anode!)
resistance, which, by.,the way, should be of the,
wire -wound type. This will restore H.T. to the first'
valve, the only difference now being that it flows
through the resistance instead of direct as'formerly4
Now connect up the fixed condenser by taking one, -
side of it to, the L.T.-degative-aud-earth lead (any
point on this lead will do). -

The remaining side of this fixed condenser is now
joined to the junction the-wire-wound anode
resistance and H.F choke, that is to say, it is now
connected to tim choke on that side which is
farthest away from the plate of the detector valve.
This completes the wiring and should solve your
trouble. .

SHORT WAVES AND .SUPER -
REGENERATION.

M. N. A. (Tarporley, Cheshire).-"13efore I
went hi for a multi -valve set I used to 'be very
fond of playing about with a super -regenerator,
and now that I have started dabbling in small
sets again with the advent of short-wave
reception (which is quite new to me) I have
wondered whether it is possible to apply the
super -regenerator to short-wave work. Has
it ever been done ? "

Yes, it ha,-, been done, although it is not at all an
easy matter to get a super -regenerator to work on
short waves unless one has lots of time to spare and
plenty of material to choose from. However, there is
no need to break fresh ground in this way, as full
details of a really practicable little short-wave super -
regenerator were published in " The Wireless Con-,
structor " for October, 1928.

The set was a remarkably sensitive one on which
the American -stations could be received with great
strength.

. ,

Back Numbers of "P.W."
M. J. (Oxfordshire).-" Where can I "get

back numbers of POPULAR WIRBLES-S-?'"
Batik numbers of POPULAR WIRRLBSS which  are

still in print can be obtained from The Amalgamated
Press, Ltd. (Back Number Dept.), Bear Alley,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4., price 4d. per copy.

ARE YOU BUILDING THE "TITAN" THREE?
MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR
We can supply any of the components
given in the components list from stock.

Any of. the components sent carriage paid.

" TITAN " 'COIL UNIT 15/-

THE LOUD SPEAKER
TO EMPLOY WITH
THE "TITAN" THREE

We strongly recommend
the Squire No. 97, alu-
minium frame, price 12/6
and cone kit, price 2/6,
which can be used in con-

- junction with either the
Triotron unit, price 17/6,
or- the adjustable Blue
Spot unit, price 25/- and
fitted in'the cabinet shown 
herewith. Complete Loud
speaker can be con--
structed in one hour,

Cabinet - 25/,-

£30,000 STOCK

Size of Cabinet 20i in. by20 in. by 10 in. deep approx.
No baOkboard, to avoid box effects in reproduction. Cab-
inet can be supplied with fret 6:: inch dia. or for Squire
No. 97 frame. Please quote size when ordering. When
a cabinet is ordered with any particular set of parts it will
be understood the fret has to be of the same diameter a,

the cone, -unless it is otherwise stated.

PEARL & PEARL,
65 & 66, HOUNDSDITCH, LONDON, E.11.

('Phone : Avenue 5138)
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IDER

The valveholder that Section through the Vibrolder showing
self -aligning contacts and iointicss one -keeps your valves young ! piece springs.

The valve -leg sockets of the Vibrolder are unique
because they are formed by the coils of the shock-
proof springs themselves. For this reason Vibrolders
are exceptionally suitable for portable sets, for while
the filament is protected from every shock, no
amount of vibration can cause the valves to 1/6
work loose. Price

1,500,000 Benjamin valveholders are already in use

1
ELECTRIC LTD,, Brantwood Works, Tottenham, London, N.17.

NEVER SAY DIE/

UP MAN AND TRY

FLUME
IT. NPLIFIEf ALL fOLDERING

FLUXITE is sold
in tins, price 3d.,
1/4 and 2,8.
Another use for
Fluxite :
Hardening Tools and
Case Hardening.
Ask for leaflet on
improved methods.
FLUX ITE LTD.

(Dept. 324),
Rotherhithe,

S.E.16.

SOLDERING
SET COMPLETE

7/6
or LAMP
only, 2 6

[

MAKE YOUR
OWN

CONE SPEAKER':':
The New Wonder
" Nightingale "

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our

Cabinet Cone Speaker
Guaranteed to give re-
sults equal to the most
expensive Loud -
Speakers yet made.

Full constructional details
with each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 3 2,6 to 15. -
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed

for all time.
With 4 -inch Diaphragm.

Instantly converts your own Grams -
phone into a full powet Loud -speaker,
giving a wealth of pure, undistorted
volume which must be heard to be

believed.

N',F-13TYist O
EASYNr.w.

TERMS

Mahogany
finish with
plated arm
and stand.

ATISFACTIobr

M(A147,ED
'refunded

AS FITTED
TO OUR £6
POST HORN

Stools
%itts.
sue.
The

Nightingale
"DE LUXE"

50f-
CASH

or 5/- deposit
andl 1 monthly
payments o.

5/-

21 in. high with 14 in. Bell,
Mahogany finished with
plated win and stand.

Send Deposit
NOW!

0
Obtainable.from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

EILPL ONE
38. NOLYWELL _LANE, LONDONmimmcgamesallidamaximimai
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.All Manufacturers'
WIRELESS GOODS

advertised in
"POPULAR WIRELESS"

can be obtained
BY POST from YOUNG'S '

Send us a note of cg re reC.O.D.mertsandgoswlKe:spjgei
per of return post.-You pay the postman.-

No Extra Charge.

TRY THESE LEWCOS
LITZ -WOUND COILS IN YOUR
" COSSOR MELODY

MAKER.' a>Ref. MAC 5,
250-550m.

...._.s... ---"-
7,6

Ref. MAC 20,
1000-2000m.

_
8/6

-----------'

Ref. MAR 5,
250-550m.

Ref. MAR 20,
1000-2000m.

7/6 --77-.-,-----1

------___
8/6

tiI t

Q COILS
TANGENT 17/6, FINSTON 17/6
COLVERN ALL -WAVE 17/6

LEWCOS 21/-

SIX- SIXTY" COIL S
COLVERN 32/6 Per Pair.

YOUNG'S SPECIAL 66 Volt
H.T. BATTERIES 3/11

POSTAGE 1/- EXTRA.

GRID -BIAS BATTERIES
9 Volts 9c1. Each.

BLUE SPOT UNITS
SPECIAL .. .. .. _ 17/6

66a .. 21/- 66k .. 25/-
200 -Page Catalogue Free.YOUNG'S

40&41STOCKWELLST.,

[

GLASGOW

IN
THE CENTRE
OF THE CITY

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4

Blackfriars Station, Underground Railway.
'Phone: City 0191.

VO.

RELIABILITY
WIRELESS GUIDE

Send for NewEditionNo.T999. Et's
FREE. Packed tall of good things
at keen prices for Wireless Con-
structors. Trade Enquiries Invited.

J H TAY LO R ft CO.412ADIO MOUSE
MACAULAY 3T. HUDDCIL8FIEJ-0

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1104.)

of an inch-which represents about the
smallest movement of the air which can be
perceived by the ear as audible sound-then
10,000 sheets would need to be laid on top
of one another to make the thickness of a
sheet one -millionth of an inch in thickness
or about 20,000,000 of such sheets piled up
would only reach the thickness of A single
sheet of this journal.

Aerial Currents.
In the same way the currents which flow

in some parts of the receiving circuit, more
particularly at the aerial end of the H.F.
part of the circuit, are exceedingly small,
generally much too small to be measured
by an ordinary form of measuring instru-
ment.

A fairly sensitive galvanometer will
give a readable deflection for a direct current
of a -millionth -of -a -millionth of an ampere,
so that this will give you some idea how
exceedingly small are the alternating cur-
rents which flow in the aerial and adjacent
parts of the receiving circuit.

.:IiI111111111111111111111111l11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IRE

7=-= KEEP IN TOUCH
with radio developments every
month by placing a regular
order for

= MODERN WIRELESS
= The February issue, now on E.

Sale everywhere, is a wonderful =
shillingsworth o f real radio .7-

E reading.

If GET YOUR COPY NOW

R.C. Coupling.
When considering the question of low -

frequency amplification, using R.C. coup-
ling, you should remember that only a por-
tion of the voltage is set up across the anode
resistance used in series with the H.T. supply
to the anode of the valve, inasmuch as the
valve itself is bound to have a certain
amount of impedance (and usually quite
a considerable amount in the case of a
valve used for this type of coupling).

It is clear that some portion of the voltage
will be developed across the valve itself and
is, therefore, not available. Speaking
roughly, the actual voltage developed
across the ends of the anode resistance
will bear the same relation to the voltage
across the valve as the resistance value of
the anode resistance bears to the impedance
of the valve.

Amplification.
For instance, if the anode resistance and

the valve resistance are equal, there will
(Continued on page 1126 )

ECL1PS ES
EVERY METER VALUE

wATE S
VOLT

AMPMET3LA

THREE READINGS ON ONE DIAL,
This wonderful feature incorporated in the Water
Meter has caused a stir throughout the Radio World.
Every preconceived notion of meter value has been
swept away. This amazing Meter tells you all you
want to know-NOW a variety of single -purpose test-
ing instruments are a totally unnecessary waste and
expense. The Water Meter gives three dead -beat
readings from one clearly engraved dial. It is in every
sense a precision job. Exceptionally handsome appear-
ance. Fully guaranteed. Dead -beat readings. From
your dealer or direct with explanatory free leaflet.

Stocked by Halford's Stores, Curry's
Stores, and All Radio Dealers.

IMMO/if

vas
Per MA, vse tel.".

R.

READINGS:
0-150 VOLTS.
0- 6 VOLTS.
0- 30 MILLIAMPS.

lies. 5,000 ohms.
PRICE

8f6
Crystallised black
finish. Fully guar-

cnteed.
THE STANDARD
WET paTTERY
Co. (Dept. P.W.),
184-188. Shaftes-

bury Ave.,
LONDON,

W.C.2.

M.B.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -
Transformers 5i.. Loudspeakers 4/-. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready -

for delivery in 24 hours.Discount tor Trade. Clerkenwell 9069E. MASON, 44. East Rd., City Rd., W.I.

FOR MOUNTING ON
)1' METAL OR WOOD

..i,i . PERFECT,N, ,,,' /NSULATION
Orders under I/. Iwo recnirei
send 10. postage. )0' for each hole.
NUMBER 1 ' 2 3 4 Y 5 6 14
Hole in Bush: 4BA, 2BA, I', 5./16"; $o, 7/16' I'.Price each: 3.d. id. 15d. 2d. 2d. 2d. 2d.

IComplete List of sizes free on "application.)
D A REX RADIO CO..

Waldram. Rd., Forest Hill. London, S.E.23.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

EBONITE
BUSHES

H.T. UNIT
For Multi -valve
Receivers. No
valves required.
No expensive
replacements.
Components from

47/6

T NNOY
A.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS

Please Note New Address '
of

Head Office and Works:
Tulsemere Manufacturing Co.,

DALTON STREET.
West Norwood, S.E.27.

L.T. UNIT
I n cot notating
Westinghouse
Metal Rectifiers
2, 4 or 6 volts at
-an amp...No re-

newals or atten-
tion. Complete

Units from47/6
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10/6 VALUE FOR 316 1

P.R. VA LYE S.
TRY ONE!

YOUR JUDGMENT IS FINAL -if it doesn't beat
your " Favourite" WE'LL GLADLYTAKE IT BACK

P.R. VALVES ARE STOCKED BY
COUNTRY AND SI.BURB.4N

STOCKISTS: -

ALFRETON-Vasey, Hall St.
BARNSLEY -E. T. Budd, 15.

Westville Rd.
BARG OED -Evans Bros., 18,

Hanbury Rd.; Jones Bras., 53.
Cardiff Rd.

BLACKBURN -Speak, 5,. Library St.
BUCKLEY-G. P. Metcalfe, Buckley.
ENFIELD WASH - Macfarlane, 15,
Rotherfleld Rd.

ERITH-Milner, 114, West St.
EDINBURGH-Redpath Radio, 103,

Brunswick St.
GLASGOW-Muggoch,14,Cathcart Rd.
GRAVESEND-Fairlarab, 8, Stone St.
GRIMSBY -Victor Radio, 73, Victor

St.
GOODMAYES-Rylands Electrical Co..

Goodmayes Rd.
LEICESTER -Birmingham Cycle Co.,

Coalville.
LIVERSEDGE-Kershaw, 169, Robert -

town Lane, Robertiown. '

RAMSGATE -Casa Blanca Garage,
Belle Vue Road.

SHAFTESBURY-Gaunt & Son, Sher -
borne Causeway.

NORTH SHIELDS -W. Tate, 23,
Spencer St.; G. Swan, The Market,
Tyne St.

LONDON STOCKISTS:
ABBEY WOOD -Abbey Wood Radio

Depot, 14, Harrow Manorway.
BATTERSEA -F. C. Allen, 342, Bat-

tersea Park Rd.
BOW -Bishop's Stores, 309, Roman

Rd.; Louis Saverna, 19, Roman
Rd.; Harrison, 119, Roman Rd.

CAMBERWELL -Camberwell Stores,
185, Camberwell Rd.

CLAPTON-Clapton Radio, 32, Lower
Clapton Rd.; Humphreys, 8, Chats-
worth Rd., Clapton Park.

CLAPHAM -The Electric Shop, 14a,
Clapham Park Rd.

CITY -Mrs. K. Raymond, 27128a,
Lisle St., W.C.2; Simons, 100/101,
Houndsditch, E.1; P.R., 17, Pater-
noster Square, E.C.4.

FOREST GATE -T. F. Trudgen, 79,
Upton Lane.

GREENWICH -Radio Box, 18118a,
Blackheath Rd.

HAMMERSMITH -D. S. Allots, 141,
Fulham Palace Rd.

HOLLOWAY -John Burns, 103, Hol-
loway Rd.

P.R. VALVES, 17-46, Paternoster Square, London, E.C.4
(Opposite GPO Tube.)

LIST OF DULL EMITTERS

5/6
,

Type 'Volts
Fil.

Amp.
Imp.

Ohms
Amp.
Fae.

PR 2 2 '095 28,000 13 H.F. Det.
PR 3 2 '095 15,000 8 L.F.

Post 4d. PR 4 2 .095 120,090 32 R.C.

2 Valves and NI: 1:::: :3:1 18,000 117 H'Fcrt.
over Post PR11 3.5-4 '063 88,000 40 R.C.

Free. PR17 5-6 *1 18,000 17 H.F. Det.
PR18 5-6 1 9,500 9 L.F.

POWER P R19 5-8-- 1 80,000 40 R.C.
7112 Each

111,

Each
4d.

SUPER-
PR20

1:::g

-
2
4

- -
15
:15

7,000
7,000

6
6

Power
13

POWER
'211Pat ;rig

,,

4 :32 2,
2,750

500 4 S.P.

ILFORD-Lesadd &Sons,237/239,
Ilford Lane; Ajax & Co., 291,
High Rd.

KILBURN-North Western Light
Supply Co., 40, High Rd.;
Deskophone Co., 249, High Rd.

PLAISTOW-P. A. Downes, 584,
Barking Rd., Green Gate; Syd,
Bull, 194, Plaistow Rd.

LEYTONSTONE - Jarrett, 131,
Leytonstonc Rd.; Martin's
Mart, 159, Ley tonstone Rd.

MANOR PARK-" Felix " Radio.
943, Romford

LEYTON-Flower & Son. 621/623,
Lea Bridge Rd.; J. Saunders,
359, High Rd.; Trumbles, 424,
High Rd.

WALTHAMSTOW - Wilkin

NORWOOD-Fred. Chidseay, 24,
Knight's Hill.

POPLAR -Bottoms & Co., 241,
East India Rd.

PLUMSTEAD-Grover & Smith,
158, Plumstead .Rd.

& W. Thew, 5,Station Parade, Queen's Rd.
PUTNEY -Job -co. 24a, Florian

Rd., Putney Bridge Rd.
SHEPHERD'S BUSH -W. Can-

ning, 47, Goldhawk Rd.
SOUTHWARK -S. A. Smith, 159,

New Kent Rd.
TOTTENHAM -Ruskin' s Accunnt-

later Service, 680, High Rd.
UPTON PARK -Messrs. Pryor,

69, Plashet Grove.
, 12, Dia ckhorse Lane.

THREE VALVES FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE

COILS PAREX g SCREENS

TITAN' THREE
COIL UNIT I.5/ -

As used and recommended by the Technical Dept.
of this paper.

COPPER SCREEN, as specified
(10 in.x 7 in.) .. 4/6

H.F. CHOKES, high wave 6 6
From your Dealer or direct from

E. PAROUSSI'0

HIGH
FEATHERSTONE BLDGS.

HOLBORN, W.C.1.
'Phone ; Chancery 7010

Two "PRECISION RADIO"
Components -designed
for 3URE Reproduction.
The search to -day is for purity in reproduction.
Because this purity is largely a matter of fila-
ment control, the "Precision Radio" Wire.
wound Rheostat will help you. A Perfect
winding gives the velvety action needed. One -
hole fixing, silvered dial. Price from 2/9 each.
The " Precision Radio " Wire . wound
Anode Resistance will help you too. Experts
agree that Resistance Capacity Coupling gives

purer amplification than transformer and everyone who has tried them agrees that
Precision Radio" Wire -wound Resist-

ances are the best and most dependable.
Price from 3/9.
insist on "Precision Radio" C'entitoments for
itlnr lice, set. Ask your dealer to MOIL vote
these caul Non-mitrophonic Valve Hach...
,sot the nom If. F. Soper Choke.
PRECISION RADIO & MFG. Co., Ltd.,
8, Board School Road, Woking, Surrey

BUILD and OPERATE in
ONE EVENING--

0..tain a Broadsheet from your
dealer and read why you should -

Completely Screen the Grid

EXTRACT FROM
LETTER RECEIVED.

"I have recently been experimenting and
demonstrating with your Screened Grid
Three' and I must say that although I
have been able to build many sets of good
design, of- four and five valves, and have
just dismantled a good five -valve set with
two H.B. stages, Detector and two L.F.
screened coils, etc. I find your Receiver
beats them all, and I am more than pleased
with its performance."

The a000e is one of many -
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS.

Send post card for FREE FULL-SIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructions.

THE FORMO CO.,
Crown Works, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W 2
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The

sIFAN
RADIO FUSEcompletelyPROTECTS
RADIO CIRCUITS

Protects your radio
circuit Jest as an elec-
trical house circuit.
Connected in ser-es.
Completely protects
valves and meters
from overload. Saves

2/6i 1.5 to 4.5 amp., 2/-. Complete with clip

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1124.)

be half the total voltage developed across
the former; whilst if the anode resistance is
three times that of the valve, there will be
three-quarters of the voltage developed
across the anode resistance. Incidentally,
I should mention that something between
one-half and three-quarters of the total
voltage across the anode resistance is as
much as can reasonably be expected under
practical conditions.

Attenuation.
Several papers have been published re-

cently dealing with the radiation of electro-
magnetic energy from a transmitting aerial
and the absorption of this energy in different
directions. This is a very important
subject from the point of view of the broad-
cast engineer and, although the average
listener may not realise it, it affects him
considerably.

If the transmitter were stationed ill absoc
lutely uniform surroundings (for example,
in the centre of a large tract of sea or in

untold trouble and cost. Price: 50 up to 500 M.A. , g NOW ON SALE
from dealers, or direct. E =
SLUM LTD.. Dept. P.W.. Bush House A dwych, 2- The February Number of 5:

London, W.C.2. X.B _ =

Keep on Saying
DARIO for Radio

See page 1121

- EASY PAYIVILINTS
The first firm to supply Wireless parts os easy
payments. Five years advertiser in "Popula'
Wireless." Thousands of ,,atisfied customers*
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the pay-
ments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET
'Phone Museum ii-. rat. Portland St., W.1

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F Transformer Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
45 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

w'th each repair 4, Post Free.

Terms to Trade.
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
214 High Street. Collier. Wond, London. S.W.19

USERS OF THE COSSOR SET!
USE A " SPENCER " FRAME AERIAL.

POST 10/8 FREE.

"Razor Edge " tuning, smooth
movement for direction finding,
Ebonite mountings and plug
ends to plug-in in place of first
coil. A frame aerial within the

reach of everyone.

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.,
4-5, Mason's Avenue,Coleman St., London. E C.2.
Neer Bank of Foe!, d.1 'Phone Lo -don Wal' 2292

tijky' --exA-trwit..6thv Strfr.4.1
BUILD YOUR OWN CIRCUIT s PtlY THE 'ARTS-

y TERNs
FRO:', WOOLLDRID.iE5,

The WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

E- E-
is full of exceptional interest to

= all home constructors. Make 7--

- sure of getting your copy before
= they are sold out.

Obtainable Everywhere
Price 6d.

 GET YOUR COPY NOW =7:7
g Ill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115:

the middle of a desert) it is presumable that
the energy would be radiated fairly uni-
formly in all directions. But these ideal
conditions are very much departed from in
practice, and the radio waves, on their way
from the transmitter to your receiver, have to
pass all manner of obstacles as well as to suffer
a great deal of absorption. The absorption
of the waves is much greater when they
strike a metallic object, or a system which is

 tuned to their frequency and capable of
oscillating electrically in sympathy with
them : such an object, of course, is the
average receiving aerial and receiving set.

Popular Wireless, February 2nd, 1929.

This means that wireless receivers
situated nearer to the broadcasting station
absorb quite an appreciable 'proportion of
the broadcast energy and so rob the ether
to that extent, reducing the field strength
for radio receivers situated at more distant
parts. This, of course, is in addition to the
attenuation which would take place in the
normal course.

Screening and Absorption.
It has been shown by various experimen-

ters that trees and buildings (especially
steel -girder buildings) have a considerable
influence upon the attenuation of wireless
waves.

(Continued on page 1128 )

.7he
EaSUWall

TO PERFECT RADIO

Satisfaction and Service is the keynote of the
Peto Scott Easy Way to Perfect Radio. Every
conceivable and well-known accessory is stocked
by us, and may be obtained on the easiest of

/ Mr

EASY TERMS!
for a small initial outlay.
The following list is merely representative, and
we ask you -to fill'in the -coupon below or send us
a list of your requirements.
Remember Peto Scott were the pioneers of
Perfect Radio on Easy Terms, and it is the giving
of utmost- value which has placed them at the
head of the Radio market to -day.
COSSOR MELODY MAKER. Send only 10/-,

balance in 11 monthly instalments -of 1417.MULLARD MASTER THREE STAR.
Send only 101, balance in 11 monthly pay-
ments of 15)3.

LEADING} MAKES OF H.T. ELIMINA-
TORS from 4/7 down. Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 417.

ULTRA DOUBLE ACTION AIR COLUMN
LOUD SPEAKER. Send only 8/3, balance
in 11 monthly payments of 8/3.

BRANDESET THREE. Send only 13/ 4,
balance in 11 monthly payments of 1314.

PHILIPS' TWO -VALVE A.C. MAINS
RECEIVER. Send only 23/-, balance in 11
monthly payments of 23/,

AMPLION LION LOUD SPEAKER. Send
only 11/-, balance in 11 monthly payments
of 11)-.

Build your own set the Easy Way NOW!
Our catalogue contains all leading
makes of Receivers, Accessories, Kits of
Components for the Horne Constructor.
Mail Coupon in unsealed envelope tender Id. stamp.

To

PETO SCOTT eta:'
77, City Road, London, E.C.1

Please send me your big Illustrated Lists,

NAME

ADDRESS

P.W., 2/2.

Free Demonstrations and Advice byQualified Engineers at our Shops: -
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

4, MANCHESTER ST.. LIVERPOOL.
33, WHITELOW RD.. CHORLTON.CUM.

HARDY. MANCHESTER.

graille01120461R011111110111.'""

Prices 17/6
BRITISH MADE.
Moving Coil
Reproduc-
tion for
any se'.

THE LATEST SCIENTIFIC
DISCOVERY IN
CONE UNITS

The Lassophone Triangle Double Reed Fork
Cone Unit is a triumph of British inventive
genius and workmanship. Reproduces all fre-
quencies equal to a Moving Coil Speaker. Guar.
anteed not to overload on the most powerful set
and sensitive enough to work on a two valve set
It your dealer cannot supply send P.O. for 17 6
direct and we will forward by return.

The 7.4.11SSOlPiHICOY'1T/E
Triangle Double Deco Cone Unit

Manufactured by :
H. H. LASSMAN, F.R.A., A.M.I.R.1
429, Barking Road, East Ham, E.6

B.

I
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FLOATING
ACTION
ANTI -PHONIC &SELF LOCATING

RUPERT COLLINS SERVICE.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR

makes noisy, expensive H.T. Batteries a
thing of the past. The model illustrated
(A.C.18, for Alternating Current) is
especially suitable for " Cossor Melody
Maker " and " Mullard Master Three "
Sets, and is priced at £4 17s. 6d. with
half -wave rectifying valve and Royalty.
Full -wave rectifying valve 7s. 6d. extra.
There are also Direct Current models at
prices ranging from £1 17s. 6d.

Each model is covered by the " ATLAS "
guarantee of safety and efficiency, and
provides perfect, reliable high tension
current, practically without cost.

" ATLAS " Eliminators are recommended
for use with Pitman's "All Europe Three."

Write for Brochure
No. 32, giving full
details of all "Atlas"

Eliminators.
H. CLARKE & Co.
(Manchester), Ltd.,
"ATLAS" WORKS,
OLD TRAFFORD,

MANCHESTER.

INVALUABLE TO EVERY AMATEUR & CONSTRUCTOR

" POPULAR WIRELESS " BLUE PRINTS
of Tested Circuits

The following is a list of the "P.W." 6d. Blue Prints for Constructors in stack, showing the different circuits available.
P.W. BLUE PRINT Number. P.W. BLUE PRINT Number

DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION. 25. OUT OF PRINT.
2. OUT OF PRINT. 26. A " STRAIGHT " 4-VALVER (H.F., Det. and 2 L.F. with
3. 1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER. Switching).
4. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER. 27. OUT OF PRINT.
5. H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL WITH REACTION. 28. A " MODERN WIRELESS " 5-VALVER (H.F., Det. and
6. H.F. & CRYSTAL (Transformer Coupled, without Reaction). 3 L.F.).
7. 1 -VALVE REFLEX WITH CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Tuned 29. AN H.T. UNIT FOR DIRECT -CURRENT MAINS.

Anode). 30. A REINARTZ ONE-VALVER.
8. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, (Employing 31. A STANDARD TWO-VALVER (Detector and L.F.).

H.F. Transformer, without Reaction). 32. THE " CUBE SCREEN " THREE (H.F., Det. and L.F.).
9. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with Reaction 33. A KNIFE EDGE " CRYSTAL SET.

on Anode). 34. AN H.F. AND DETECTOR TWO-VALVER.
10. H.F. & DETECTOR (Transformer Coupled, with Reaction). 35. THE " UNIVERSAL THREE " (Del. and 2 L.F. stages resist-
11. DETECTOR AND L.F. (With Switch to Cut Out L.F. Valve). ance -coupled).
12. OUT OF PRINT. 36. THE " SPANSPACE FOUR " (H.F., Det. and 2 L.F.).
13. 2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector). 37. THE " LONG SHORT " CRYSTAL SET.
14. OUT OF PRINT. 38. A TWO -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
15. OUT OF PRINT. 39. THE " SYDNEY " TWO.
16. H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F. (With 40. THE " SUPER SCREEN " THREE.

Switch for Last Valve). 41. THIS YEAR'S " CHITOS " ONE-VALVER.
17. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS (With 42. THE " Q AND A " THREE. A simple set (Det. and 2 L.F.).

Switching). 43. THE INEXPENSIVE FOUR."
18. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with 1 -VALVE 44. THE " ECONOMY FIVE." For long-range loud -speaker work.

L.F AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch. 45. A SIMPLE A.C. H.T. UNIT.
19. OUT OF PRINT. 20. OUT OF PRINT. 46. THE " REGIONAL " THREE.
21. THE 2 -VALVE LODGE " N." 47. THE " WAVE -CHANGE " ONE.
22. " THE GUARANTEED REFLEX." 48. THE " REGIONAL " CRYSTAL SET.
23. THE 1 -VALVE " CHITOS." 49. THE " ANTIPODES ADAPTOR."
24. THE " SPANSPACE THREE." Three -Valve Receiver employ. 50. THE " ANY MAINS " TWO

ing 1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with Non -radiating 51. OUT OF PRINT.
Reaction Control and 1 L.F. Valve. 52. THE " BANDMASTER."

ALL " POPULAR WIRELESS " BLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH
All orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to the Popular Wireless," Queries Department, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London,

E.C.4, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope and a postal order for 6d. for each Blue Print ordered.



A HIGH MAST IS
EQUAL TO TWO
EXTRA VALVES
Everybody knows that to have a high aerial is to
get extra powerful signals. The difficulty of fixing

up a high aerial is banished if you fit a

P.R.
PATENT LSTEERERL

MAST
DAMP PROOF

ROT PROOF I - -

CALE PROOF I I
26 Feet high. In 3

sections of r lin.
Steel lathe, tapering
to a in. Carriage,
London, ; Mid-
lands, 2T6 -else- -
where, 3/6. Weight 24. lbs;
Two masts for
erA Feet high. In 4

Sections of in.
Steel tube tapering
to a in. Carriage, London, 2/-;
Midlands, 3/ -; elsewhere, 4/ -
Weight 34 lbs. Two masts
for 40;-.

The "Super"
Mast.

) 42r,a1129,6
In 5 sections of
heavy a} in.

-A Steel tube
I tapering to

in. A real bar-
gain. Carriage,
London, 2;6;
Midlands, 3/6 ;
elsewhere, 416 ;
Weight 46 lbs.

/ Two- masts for
551-.

P.R. MASTS
are made of
British _Steel. in
9 ft. lengths,
from ai in.,
tapering to sin.,
and are supplied

'with cast-iron
bed plate, steel
ground pegs,
stay -rings, gal-
vanised st eel
flexible wi re

"stay's cut o
lengths, pulleys,
bolts, and fullest
erecting in-
-stractions.- No '-

further outlay
necessary.

NO HOLESTO INC. ONE MAN'S JOB.
Any intelligent man can assemble and erect a P.R. Mast
in a couple of hours. Our patent Mast being -tapered,
it is easy for anyone to raise it 'from the ground into
position. Ordinary tubular Masts require several
hands and difficult rigging to do this. To help you the
wire rope is sent cut to size-a saving of endless worry.
Imagine sorting out 500 ft. of rope in your back garden f.

Minimum ' GUARANTEE The easiest
Radius Money refunded without Mast to

3 ff. 6 question it not satisfied. erect.
PAINTING. Any .protective coating applied before
dispatch gets so damaged by the Carriers that it is
essential to paint the Mast before erection. All P.R.
Masts aro sent out oxide -finished ready for paintin.,-One coat 01 P.R. Colloid covering applied-a 10
minutes' job-to all parts of the Mast when ready- to
erect sets dead hard in an hour and prOtects it against
all weathers.
PRICE OP ACCESSORIES, P.R. .Colloid Covering
Halyard

fora Mast-with brush; 2/6.
Halyard Log Line-4tyland's patent rot -proof : For 26 -ft.
Mast, 1/6 ; -34 ft., 2/-1 42 -ft., - 2/6. Per 100 ft.. 3/-.Note.-Double length supplied to make lowering ofAerial easy.
A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL. P.R. Aerial .-is made of 14-28 - High Conductivity Pure Copper
Enamelled Wire-each. strand insulated from its neigh-
bour to give the highest signal strength obtainable.100 ft., 4/3; 50 ft., 2/3.

C.O.D. Telephone: City 3788.

P.R. MASTS
17-45, PATERNOSTER
SOUARE,LONDON,E.C.4

Opposite G.P.O. Tube.
IF YOU USE VALVES it will pay you to write to
us for particulars. of the famous 3/6 range of P.D.
valves. Each valve has a written guarantee of life and
performance.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continped from page 1126.)

Choke -Filter Circuits.
I was referring the other day to choke -

filter circuits, and in this connection. I have
received various questions as to suitable
sizes for choke coils for different purposes.

It is not easy to answer these questions
in any very general way since, of course,
so much depends on the actual condition in
any particular case. Some general observa-
tions may, however, be useful.

Impedance and Resistance.
In the first place, if the choke is intended

to carry fairly heavy currents (when I
speak of heavy currents in this connection
I do not mean amperes, but currents which
are fairly heavy compared to the average
for which such a choke coil is ordinarily
used) it is important, in order that it shall
be effective, that its inductance shall be
of a sufficiently large value. I would
recommend a choke having a core area of
between half a square inch (not in. square)
and two square inches. In passing, a square
core of half a square_ inch area will have a
side measurement of approximately in.

211111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111114111111LL.

Going to Build a Set ?
Why not get one of the ==

 Wireless Constructor -2

Price 1 /6 eich-it. ally Booksellers.

ENVELOPES
No.No. 1. The " Radium)" Three

No. 2. The " Concert " Four

Or 1/9 by Post from The Amalgamated
Press Ltd. (Wireless Constructor Envelopes),
Bear Alley, Farringclon St., London, E.C.4.

Effect of Gap.
-If the core is continuous-that is, if

there is no gap --it will be more effective as
a flux channel, but will be less effective for
the purpose of the choke. You should
remember that the basic difference between
a choke and a transformer is that in the
transformer the function is generally to
transform energy from one winding to
another with as little loss as possible, whilst
on the other hand the efficiency of a choke
depends upon its ability to dissipate energy
of certain types.

Best Conditions.
The ohmic resistance of the windings

of the choke should be as low as is conveni-
ently possible, since the object of the choke
is to cut out alternating current, or fluctua-
tions of direct current, whilst allowing the
filtered direct current to pass as freely as
possible.

A certain amount of ohmic resistance is
inevitable, but the less its value the better.
Ohmic resistance, as distinct from impe-
dance, is no more effective in cutting out
unwanted A.C. than in cutting out wanted
D.C., since it does not differentiate between
the two. The differentiation between the
A.C. and the D.C. depends upon the impe-
dance of the choke, and consequently
what we require is a large impedance with a
low value of D.C. resistance.
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mosifES: WE WILLims
o SUPPLY YOU WITH ALL COMPONENTS U
 TO MAKE YOUR OWN SET ON 
:EASY TERMS
, EVERYTHING WIRELESS:

COMPONENTS FOR ALL "P.W." CIRCUITS a
NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER

MASTER THREE *, ETC.
COMPLETE SETS OF ANY MAKE II

LOUDSPEAKERS, H,T, UNITS, ETC. a
NOM CAN SUPPLY II
U ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING WIRELESS 
II BEST MONTHLY TERMS

QUOTED BY RETURN
 CASH ORDERS tlercETTEI. 
 "P. W." STANDARD LOADING COILS 7,6 ea 
 GOODS SENT C.O.D. BY RETURN. in
U Call at our Showrooms, or post your list of 

requirements, The P.D.P. Co., Ltd., 
111 WepLP.W.),121,OHEAPSIOE. E,10.2 r a= rpm Tz!ep,,on. City OW Az.=

WET N.T. BATTERIES
Solve all N.T. Troubles.

SELFCHARCINC, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS I w-xed) sq. 1/3 doz.
LINCS. new type 11d. doz. SACS 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts). complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/3, poet 9d.Sample unit, 6d. Elus booklet free.

Bargain list tree.
AMPLIFIERS 301.. 2 -VALVE SET 24.
P. TAYLOR. 57, Studley Road,SKWELL.

THE

PA
CSOX-SONArriv

ASTOUNDINGLY
LOW PRICES

POSTAGE
FREE

ANY SIZE
CUT

WRITE FOR.
NEW FOLDER

Mahogany Finish id, square inch or part inch
Black Gloss Finish M.
Black Matt Finish Id.

Made to the standard thickness of
"Wireless World writes :-
"Good 'nsulation, Infinite resistance. Free
from leakage. Exceedingly strong. Not liable
to warp. Recommended."

Peconnnerided for all specified sets, including
Vassar Melody Maker and Milliard Master Sets,
as being efficient and satleactory in every respect

Agents' Addresses :-
JOHN HENRY SMITH, 139, Anlaby Rd., HULL.
A. STREDWICK ffi CO., 27, The Mkt.. CHATHAM.
BOYNTON ite Co.. LTD 73. Stafford St., BEAM.

Samples and Prices to Trade.
TELEPHONE: CLERKENWELL 7953.

10 SOUTH STREET MOOR.GATE E.C.2

z

DARIO
This week's best bargain

See page 1121.

i4LJI-,--
CLAROST AT

VARIABLE
RESISTANCE;

rXrifi
., ..

As frequently
 HIGH QUALITY

New 20 Page
Many

TOR VOLUME ,TONE.
DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC.

specified by'The Experts:
 LOW PRICE*

Brocure free on request.
unique circuits.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.4
76,OLDHALL ST.,LIVERPOOL.
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THAT DE -LUXE
APPEARANCE.

By A. BETTS. -

WIRELESS fashions and fancies change
quickly, particularly with regard
to cabinets and panel layouts.

Consequently, the proud constructor must
needs be ever changing the appearance of
his set if he wishes to present it to his.

friends as the latest thing in wireless design.
- Doubtless there are many people who,

having constructed their set, perhaps a
year ago, are extremely satisfied with its
performance, but would wish it to present
an appearance more in conformity with
some of the extremely " de -luxe " models
now on view. They do not wish to go to
the trouble and expense of altering their
circuit and baseboard layouts, but would,
perhaps, not be averse to a fsw refinements
which would give their set the 1929 de -luxe
appearance.
Making a Start.

For the benefit of such, let us take a look
at an average panel for a two- or three -valve
set, constructed, perhaps, a year ago. In
the'first place, a new panel Will be necessary.
Plain black ebonite, while not obsolete, is
giving way to rather more elaborate affairs.

By studying the sets marketed by
well-known firms, the constructor will gain
many ideas. A mahogany panel, sur-
rounded by a carved wooden framework, is
becoming popular. The idea is not so
fearsome as it sounds. Carved beading to
form the framework can he bought fairly
cheaply, and the constructor with little
skill can construct a really elaborate affair.
In any case, a mahogany or other fancy
finish panel presents a better appearance
to most eyes than does one of plain black.

The constructor should now plan out
his new panel layout, bearing in mind that
as little as possible should appear on the
panel. If he can confine himself to a
switch and two dials, so much the better.

Looking at his old set, he will probably
find that it bears several terminals. These
should be transferred to the strip at the
back of the set. Upon the front of the really
up-to-date set there should be no aerial
or 'phone leads to mar the appearance.
Rheostats and Dials.

Much has been said concerning rheostats,
but, without going into technicalities, it is
generally agreed that these are becoming
obsolete. If you have two rheostats, take
out one, joining the two connections, and
replace the other by a. simple battery
switch, of which several types are now
marketed. If you are using, for example, a
4 -volt battery for 2 -volt valves, baseboard
resistances can be inserted to give the
requisite drop in voltage.

We can next turn our attention to the
condenser dial or dials. If, as is probable,
you have those totally inadequate knobs
and 3 -in. dials, you would do well to
consign them to the scrap -box.

There are on the market several excellent
drum drives which can be adapted to
standard condensers, and which, while
giving an excellent slow-motion drive, add
greatly to tho appearance of a set. If
you do not care to go to the expense of one
of these, there are a multitude of slow-

.

(Continued on next rage.)

K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. 'Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY EVERY DAY Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
ALL DAY SATURDAY Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
ALL DAY THURSDAY Sunday morning 11-1

C.O.D. SEND ORDER. PAY
Must A(1)1v.e ( K.vOtsul

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET
Kit of Parts & Valves.E8 :12 :6.

BOOKLET FREE.

WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIER
TYPE H.T.1 84/.

REGENTONE
Mains Transformer

30/.
Please State Voltage.

ALL WAVE
H.F. UNIT.

"P.W.," Jan. 19, '29.
-0005 Variable. with S.M.
Dial, 8111; L.T. Switch,
1/3; Valve Holder, 1./A:
Coil Stand, 1/3; .0003,
1/-; 1 mfd, 2/6; Neutro.
dy ne Condenser, 2/-; Lewcoa
H.F. Choke, 9/8 (20/2,000
metres). Price, including
Screen 7 x 6, Strip 8 a 2,
8 marked Terminals
Clips, Wire, Flex 3(1 t.

Post 9d. `"/

CYLDON CONDENSERS
Triple Gang and Shields, £411716; Dual for " Furze -
hill." 2516; Sy neratune for " Inceptor," 47:6.

LISTS FREE.

THE 1929 TRINADYNE
.0005 Formo or similar, 6/-; 0/0 Switch, 1/3; 0001
Reaction, 4/-; Semi -permanent Detector, 2/6; Sprung 
Valve Holder, 1/3; Lissen Choke, 5/6; Watmel, 5I-;
B.B. Neutralizing 5/..; R.I.-Varley 15/-; Lissen L.P.,
8/6; 002 and -0 01, 2/6; 2 Coil Sockets, 2,6.

/6 PL
FREE XTRA
POST 1C. US -

K.
2i

For 2!- extra with parts I will Include High-grade
Ebonite Panel, 12 x 7, Baseboard, Strip 10 a 2, 8
Engraved Terminals. \Vire, Flex, G.B., Clips. Plugs, etc.

DO YOU WANT COILS?WE HAYS THEM !
Ala riy Approved makers for " A. W." "P.W.,'.

"R.W." and " W.W." Sets.
Everyman 3 pr. 30!- A.C. Valve Receiver,
Everyman 4 pr. 301- p 251.
New E.4 G.) pr. 30/- Pentode 2 Coils;
All -W. 4, B.B.C.11 and - B.B.O. or 5XX, 3/6

Base pr. 201- ea.; B.B.C. in Lits 8/ -
Long Wave, no Base. Europa IlICoils(with

Pr. 18/- loading coll) set 22/-
Regional Receiver, James Special Three,

Standard 4, B.B.C.. set 25/-
ea. 16/3, Long W.M.Touchstone pr, 30/-
Wave,' 20/-; Bases... 2/- 11.51.3, 5.3.0 '4/9

2 II.F. Everyman 4, 5XX 5,6
B.B.O. Coils, 35/-; Dual M.3 Star.--' . 7i6
5XX 22/- M.W. 1i28 Solody ''''

 W. World" Five, B.B.C. or 5XX,
Coils 451- set 45/ -

Selection Four Coils, Standard Loading
B.B.O. 24/6; 5XX Coils (as specified) 718
16/-; Bases 2/- D.O.Mains Three...set 72i-

- New All -Wave Four, Mexavox, B B.O.
B.B.O. 16/3; 5XX 18/-: SIX 1016;
20/-; Bases 21- Base 1:6

1,1V C 0 NI PRODIICTfeR
C.T Coils. 40, 50, 60. 75, 3/6 each: 100, 150, ZOO,
513 each. G1azite, 10d. 10 ft.; Frame Aerial
Wire, 316 100 it. Battery Leads, 5 -way, 5/6;

7/6', 7 -way, 8/6. Binocular 6 -pin Coils,
FLA.C.5, 10/-; B.A.C.20, 121.; B.S.P.5, 15/-; 20,
20/-, B.A.R.5, 10/-;_ B.A.R.20, 12/.. Q Coils,
Aerial, 15/, B.F. Transformers, 21!-. Touohstone, 30/- pr. For Pentode 3, Super Six -pin Coils.
etc., stocked.

140 p.CATALOGUE
ILLUSTRATED
ALL LATEST

COMPONENTS

D

0 Ft WE 0 1NT ID
S.M. Drum Dial, 5/-; Rheo-
stats, 6, 15 30 ohm, 2/;
Midget 0001 max.. 4/-:
Log, .0005 and 4' Dial,
5/-; Log. -0003 and 45
Dial, 519. S.L.P. No. 3
same price. We always stock
all ORMOND PARTS

COUPON. P.W. FEB. 2.
ONLY ONE COUPON ON ANY ONE ORDERIf you spend 251- or more you can buy for3d. extra any one (only) of the following
S.M. Dial 100 ft 7/22 Capper Aerial, 12 yds.Lead-In,Fuse and Holder, 12 Nickel Terminals.
60X Coil, H.F. Choke, Permanent Detector, Battery
Switch, .0003 and 2-meg. Leak, 9 -volt Grid Bias,
Panel Brackets, 6 -pin Coil Base, 100 ft. Insulated
Aerial, Loud Speaker Silk Cord, 30 ft. Covered Con-
necting Wire, Ebonite Panel, 9 a 6, 12 yds. Twin
Flex 100 ft. Indoor Aerial, Cycle Roar Reflector,

ISF0ECIAZA COUPON..
(Only available at K. Raymond's).

POST or CALL with this coupon, and ifyour order is E3 or over FOR 6d. EXTRAyou can buy one of the following (statewhich required):
mfd. Mansbridee Condenser; 0005 S.L.P. Vari-able Condenser; 4 in. Slow Motion Dial; 100 ft.

Silk Frame Aerial Wire; -0001 Reaction Condenser;
16 -volt Grid Bias, tapped 1); 12

battery Cord forH.T. and L.T.; 10 Engraved Terminals (take plug
or spade), state names required.

DON'T FORGET THE COUPON. IS NI

K. RAYMOND
LEADING HOUSE FOR
KITS of Parts

See weekly Advts.
Any list of components over 25/- quoted

for at a special price, where possible.
HANDSOME OAK POLISHED
SPEAKER CABINETS 13x1320

CABINET
12/1 POST

Blue Spot 25r.,
66K (101)
OR THE LOT WITH
BUCKRAM CC NE 12"
Carriage 35/. Paid

Similar to above but cannot SQUIRE
guarantee exact pattern 01 groat

panel but all good designs. CONE KIT
comprising KRAFT

Latest Lines Diaphragm, CARD
SQUIRE Ring and Sag- 2/6ments

No. 75 Cradle 10/- Aluminium Cradle
in. Cone Kit- 213 Frame ; ready 12/6

No. 60 Cradle 8/6 to use (poit tree)
6 in. Cone Kit 2,%- Complete Lot 15/-

Ply wooi Clamping WasherPostage extra under 3 - Free)

"TITAN" THREE

Components.
Lotus or Ormond .0005
Variable S.M. Dial,
Igranic Micro, Lissen
L.F. (8,'6), Wave-
changel Switch, L.T.
ditto, Titan Coil Unit,
3 Spring V.H., B.F.
Choke (R.I.-Varley or
Lewcos), Dubilier .002,
Two of -0003, and 2
meg. leak, 2 Mans -
bridge condensers.

Total 69/6
Total 69/6 plus 2/6. POST FREE.

USE YOUR COUPON. IT'S FOR YOU.

Traders Supplied with
COILS and SCREENS FOR

ALL SETS.

The latest
wonderful P.W.

Coil Unit de-
scribed and
used in this
set as shown,

Supplied by as
with kit of

Farts made by
Burne-Jones
(Magnum)

Stock)fl'ri

I will in-
clude with

FOR the above
parts Stan-
dard screen,
2 HT Fuses,

EXTRA Terminal
Strip, 11
Terminals

(engraved), Wire,
Screws, Flex, Plugs,
and 14 x 7 Grade A
Ebonite Panel. POST -

FREE C.O.D. (U.K.)
72 -

2/6

MULLARD MASTER 3+
3 Valve Holders, Lotus, at 1/3; Combined Wave Coll,
17/6; Permaeore Transformer, 251-; Climax " LFA "
Transformer, 25;-; Climax H.F. Choke, 7/6; BenjaminBattery Switch, 1/3, J.B. 0005 Log, 11/6; 00035,
10/6; Bullard' 0003 and 2 meg., 5/-; Magnum Panel
Brackets, 2;6; Mallard -0001 Fixed, 2/6.

Total £5 : 12 : 6 CarritaTse.free,

FOR 3;6
EXTRA, I
will include :

2 Handsome S.M. Dials. Set of
Connecting Links, 8 Plugs, 2
Spade,, 4 Engraved Terminals,  2
EboniteStripit Twin Plea, Splendid
Aluminium Panel, 18 x 7 drilledready for use, 9 -volt. Grid Bias,
Baseboard
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READY RADIO
2 159, BOROUGH HIGH ST.. 
- LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1. 

3 Minutes from London Bridge Sonthern
and Tube Stations. Phone: HOP 5555 11

Immediate Dispatch of ALL the 

U

N I P.W. SCREEN 2,6 1
!... ..... -------- E
CALL AND HEAR THE SET, _. .

WRITE or WIRE. III

144 -page Illustrated General III
Catalogue, if. post free.

IN_ All orders post free. See also our priced adver.
 usernents in " Wireless Constructor," " Wire- 
III

less Magazine," and '' Modern Wireless."  11811111111

1 Cabinet 15 0
1 Lotus .0005 Condenser and S.M. Dial 10 6
1 Igranic Micro Condenser ... 5 0
1 Lissen L.T. Switch .................1 0 
1 Lissen Wave -change Switch ... 1 6
1 READY RADIO" P.W." SORE* N 2
1 READY RADIO TITAN ' COIL urn ... 15
3 Sprung Valve Holders ..............3 9 1111

S1 Wearite H.F. Choke 6
1 -Lissen L.F. Transformer .. ... 8

1 Lissen 0002 Condenser ... 1 0 
2 Lissen 0003 Condensers . ... 1 0
2 Dubilier 2' mfd. Mansbridge Condensers 5 1.:3)

1 Lissen 2 meg. Leak and Molder ... 1 6 
1 Terminal Strip, 12 x 2 ... ... 1 3
11 Belling -Lee Terminals ... 2 9 
3 Valves, as specified ... 45 6

Wire, Flex, Screws, G.B. Plugs, etc. 2

PRICE (including Valves) £6 1 7 -

CORRECT Parts for

`TITAN' THREE
O

Any of the above parts can be supplied separately.

Ready Radio products used in 'TITAN' 3

TITAN' COIL UNIT - - 15/-

(4%ripj2Nriele
is a capital
Tableyice
WIRELE0 WORK

Direct

It gives a Wireless Con-
structor a workshop in a
moment-anywhere. Rigid,
accurate," finely finished and
British Made throughout.
Fitted with accurate steel
screw, detachable unbreak-
able jaws. Ample clamp
clearance. Jaws: Width 2".' Opening to screw
II"; clearance to screw xi". Price 3;9 post free.

Supplied also with detachable White metal EMERY PAPER is so useful an article
Grips, see '° a," to hold rods and screws with - to the radio amateur and constructorout damage: - Price complete with Grips 5/- -
post free. Cash with Order. Money refunded that it is a matter for surprise that

if not fully satisfied. very few workers ever attempt to make
Trade enquiries invited.

The STAR FOUNDRY Co., Ltd., their own supplies of this commodity.
Vice Manufacturers, BILSTON, Staffs. The process of its manufacture is a simple

From the mait Take a small quantity of good glue, and
' prepare it in the usual manner. While the

THAT DE -LUXE
APPEARANCE.

(Co2tin2ted from previous page.)

motion dials of excellent appearance and
performance which will give your set that
finishing touch.

It is when we come to the handle of the
moving -coil holder on a swinging -coil re-
action set that we strike our first snag.
This component cannot, of course, be
dispensed with without materially altering
the circuit, and it is difficult to make a really
neat job by bringing the handle out through
the panel.

The Reaction, Control
One idea I have actually seen, but do not

advocate, consists of bringing out the long
extension handle, not through the front,
but through the back of the set. The coil
holder is reversed and a hole drilled in the
back of the set.

The handle is pushed through and the
knob screwed on. If adjustments to the
reaction coil are infrequent the idea may
serve, but it is only useful to the enthusiast
who demands a clean panel and who is
ready to sacrifice convenience to neatness.

By following these instructions the con-
structor will find that he has transformed
entirely the appearance of his set. Further
ideas to suit individual sets will, of course,
occur to the einstructer, but he should
bear in mind that the ornamental panel
with the minimum of controls is the
" dernier en " in wireless fashions.

NEXT WEEK.

More about the

' TITAN ' THREE
Don't Miss YOUR Copy. F-_-=

1.1 nu Junin' im !nun! now nounininnumnuminnumn

-----------11--41.--4,-4.--------4.-4-*

EMERY PAPER. !

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH-TENSION
ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT.

RADCROIX
Mains Unit Components.

Guaranteed output 200 volts 30 na/a.
COMPLETE KITS Oh' PARTS FOR:

H.T., A.O. trait 6 Variable Voltages ,E2 17 9
All -Power A.0.1Mit 12 Variable Voltages SG 18 6
D.O. Unit 6 Variable Voltages £1 8 6
Battery Charger, complete with valves.

charging rate 2 amps £1 15 6
Wring Diagrams free. State A.O. or 11.0.

- From- your dealer or direct from
THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY,
103 Parringdon Road. London. S.O.S.
Telephone ClevIrenwell 5312.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS '
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

----.11-4.-.1.*

one, however. _

glue solution is, still hot; add to it a quantity
of fine emery -powder (or powdered glass)
so that, on stirring, a grey or black liquid is
obtained.

Spread this prepared glue lightly and
rapidly over the surface of thick brown
paper, and then set aside the sheeti of paper
to dry. The result will be an abrasive paper
of good quality.

Of course, any of the glue preparation
which has been unused may be set aside and
employed for the preparation of further

- supplies of the paper on future occasions.
The preparation will keep indefinitely.

J. F. C,

RADIO METERS
This enterprising innovation marks a new step forward
in after -sales meter service. Now you can buy Sifam,
the unchallenged leader in popular priced Radio
Meters. and at the same time be assured of a first-
class meter repair service. Repairs are carried out
in our own works by a staff of experts. In price and
guaranteed accuracy Sifam meters are all that you
need. Ask your dealer to show you the complete
range and send for trey leaflet " What Simple Meters

Can Show You" to
SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD:

(Dept. P.W.), Radiometer Headquarters.
BUSH HOUSE ALDWYCH, W.0.2.

SIFAM
MILLIAMMETEBS

Moving Iron
10/ -

Moving Coil
25,1-

-30 Flush
Type

!Thu strafed)

Write for the New
DARIO

Folder
See page 1121

OILED SILK Size 36: >: 36: Price 5/2
18 x 18

Price 1/23

, 12" x 12" 1
FOR CONE SPEAKERS Post Free.
D.A.P. CO., 187. REPLINGHAM ROAD,
SOUTH FIELDS, LONDON, S.W. 18.

....."1"WEBILE DUTY..

ANq OTSERNV1IIELESS ACcEs)vtitb
EASTICK G SONS,

FELIX HOUSE. Stitti-tiLL ROW, LONDON. LC.,
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THERE is a good
dear -to be said
in favour of the

scheme of building an
entirely separate set
for short-wave recep-
tion. It is quite possi-
ble to make a set
which works well on
short and broadcast
waves, and plenty of
such designs have been
published ; but there
is something of a draw -
boa to be found in

*444 0- 4-44 44".. .. ...... -4- -4,-*

THE " P.W." " WHITE PR
A NEW SERVICE FOR OUR READ

INTS."
ERS.

White Print No. 9. :: :: A Short -Wave Two -Valuer.
This week we publish the ninth of our White Prints. This page may
be easily and safely torn out-along the dotted line overleaf-and the
White Print filed. In due course you will thus have available an
encyclopaedic collection of the best circuits used in modern radio practice.
A " White Print " will be published on the last page every week in

" P.W." until further notice-THE EDITOR.

the fact that such dual-
purpose receivers are practically all of the

Det. and L.F." type.
If your set has an H.F. stage, it is not

likely to be capable of working ,on the
short waves, and extensive alterations
would be needed to make it so. In such
circumstances a separate small short-wave
set is the obvious solution, and it need not
be a particularly expensive one. It can be
a very simple little set, and yet give very
good results, for high efficiency on the short
waves does not involve a ---complicated
circuit.

This week's design is for such a receiver,
and although it only provides for two
valves, it can be depended on to give you
really strong 'phone reception of at least
one American station on almost any night
during the winter. On very good nights
you may even be able to get one of them
on the speaker with an efficient aerial
{not a large one). ,_.To do this with any
frequency, however, really calls for three
valves, and you should not count upon it.

A Good Standard Circuit.
The circuit comprises the usual com-

bination of a detector valve with reaction
and one L.F. stage. The latter is of just
the ordinary type with transformer coupling,
and the only point to .note: here is the
fixed .condenser C6 of .001 mfd. from plate
to filament of the valve.' This is. intended
to rednce body-caPacity troubles while
.tuning, and generally helps, considerably,
since it by-passes stray H.F. currents
and keeps them froin wandering along
,the .'phone leads.

The success of a short -waver depends
chiefly on the tuning and reaction arrange-
ments, and we have been very careful
to provide all the more important of the

Ai
SERIES

CONDENSER

A2

X 43/.

special devices which experience has shown
to be worth while here. First of all, there
is a series condenser in the aerial circuit

Lmil1111111111111111111111Iiiiiilitunnum111111111111i11111111111111L"

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. x in. or & in. E
1 Cabinet to fit, and baseboard 9 in. or

F._ 10 in. deep.
1 0003-mfd. variable condenser, slow

motion or with good vernier dial
giving very smooth and slow drive. E_

1 0001 or 00015-mfd. reaction eon- E_

denser.
1 L.T. switch.
3 single -coil sockets.
1 Baseboard - mounting potentiometer

2 (200 or 400 ohms).
1 Baseboard neutralising condenser for

use as series condenser in aerial.
2 Sprung valve holders of a good low-_

loss -type.
L.F. transformer. (Note : choose a
fairly high ratio of 4 or 6 to 1 if it is
available in the particular make you
decide upon.)

E.-1 H.F. choke.
 2 Fixed condensers of -001 mfd.
= 1 Fixed condenser of -0003 mfd.
= 1 Fixed condenser of 0005 mfd.
= 1 Grid leak of 2 meg. (with separate

holder if special type of grid condenser E
with "series parallel" clips is not used).

Ei1 Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in. x in. E
and 10 terminals.

-E: Wire, flex, G.B. plugs, screws, etc.
 1 set of short-wave coils.
FiiififiiI111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iiIiiiiiiiFF;

FT:

which can be brought into action when
desired by connecting the aerial leach to
terminal Alinstead of A2.

C2
 000/

0005
Cs

This is intended to
overcome the diffi-
culty of " flat spots,"
i.e. places on the
tuning range where
reaction is difficult to
obtain. When one of
these is found (they
are only troublesome
on some aerials) irring
the condenser into
circuit and try it set
at various capacities
(it is actually a neu-

-------,--* trodyne type used sim-
ply as a small -sized

variable). Its use reduces signal strength
to some extent, so only use it when you
must, and keep it set at maximum when
possible.

A better method of shifting flat spots
is to vary the coupling between the aerial
and grid coils (L1 and L2), and this should
be the first thing done.

The receiving circuit proper is a form
of Reinartz, with aerial coil L grid coil L2,
and reaction coil La. The grid coil is
tuned by a .0003 mfd. variable condenser Cr
(-00025 or -00035 mfd. will do), and reaction
is controlled by the small variable condenser
C2 of -0001 or -00015 mfd.

Getting Smooth Reaction. -
An important feature of the set is the

potentiometer which adjusts the voltage
on the grid of the detector valve through
the grid leak.

In general, you will find that the nearer
the slider is to the negative end the
smoother the reaction, but the farther
towards the positive end, the louder the
signals, so keep it as far that way as you
can without making reaction too floppy.

Just one constructional point: the holder
for the aerial coil Lr should be fixed to
the baseboard with only one screw, and
the connections to it should be of flex,
so that the coupling to L2 can be varied.

Coil sizes :-for waves between 20 and 35
metres Li should be of 2 turns, L2 4 turns,
L, 6 turns. For 30 to 50 metres, L, 4 turns,
L2 6 turns, L, 9 turns. For the highest
band, i.e. 50 to 100 metres, L1 4 or 6 turns,
L2 9 turns, L3 6 or 4 turns.

The detector valve should be of the
H.F. type (impedance about 20,000 ohms),
and the L.F. of the " general-purpose "
or small L.F. type (7,500 to 15,000 ohms).

L. S OR PHONES
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HEAR it with Mullard P.M. Valves-
hear every note of every instrument

clean, clear, and well-defined, full, of life
and colour.
Whatever your receiver and loudspeaker
you must use Mullard Valves to hear
radio at its best. They make an old set
modern, a modern set perfect.

Mullard
THE  MASTER. -VALVE
Get a Set of Mullard P.M. Valves to-day-all radio dealers

smell them.

The Secret is
in the wonder-
ful Mullard
P.M. Filament.

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W,C.2.
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Miles ahead
offing othe
Trans

Because it can be relied on
to give really good results
under all- conditions this
R. I. and Varley General
Purpose Transformer is
one of the most popular
in this country to - day.
It is far and away the
best transformer at its
price. It costs only 15
yet it ensures practically
uniform amplification at
all audible frequencies.

R. I. and Varley
General Purpose

Transformer

15f-

Arley
The R. 1. and Varley
General Purpose Trans-
former has been specified
for the All-Europe'Three'

A
THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO

Thi§ workmanlike piece of engineering
represents a new and improved Trans-
former design. Bi-duplex is a name to
conjure with all over the world and it is
the employment of this exclusive system
of winding that has caused its success.
It can be used after a power or super -power
Valve, and will carry anode currents up to
15 m,'a without becoming saturated.
When experimenters are striving to obtain
the utmost purity of .reproduction, they
take care to avoid overloacjinC the last

. valve, but often lose sight of the fact that
one of the earlier Valves may be over-
loaded. By employing a power valve in
this stage_ one can enzure that the input
to the last valve is undistorted, and thus
obtain full benefit from the superpower
V.alve in the last stage.
The use of two tranaformercoupled stages is be-
coming increasingly popular. In this case we
recommend using our Straight Line Trancforiner

sin the firatstage and the
Bi-duplex in the second,
especially when the last
stage is push-pull.

PRICE

2716

Iiius,sway House, 103, Kill sway, Loudon, TV .C.2
- Telephone: Holborn 5303.
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